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8ABSTRACT
This thesis comprises seven peer-reviewed articles and examines systems and applications 
suitable for increasing Future Force Warrior performance, minimizing collateral damage, 
improving situational awareness and Common Operational Picture. Based on a literature 
study, missing functionalities of Future Force Warrior were identified and new ideas, con-
cepts and solutions were created as part of early stages of Systems of Systems creation. These 
introduced ideas have not yet been implemented or tested in combat and for this reason 
benefit analyses are excluded.
The main results of this thesis include the following:
A new networking concept, Wireless Polling Sensor Network, which is a swarm of a few 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles forming an ad-hoc network and polling a large number of fixed 
sensor nodes. The system is more robust in a military environment than traditional Wireless 
Sensor Networks.
A Business Process approach to Service Oriented Architecture in a tactical setting is a concept 
for scheduling and sharing limited resources. New components to military Service Oriented 
Architecture have been introduced in the thesis. 
Other results of the thesis include an investigation of the use of Free Space Optics in tactical 
communications, a proposal for tracking neutral forces, a system for upgrading simple colla-
boration tools for command, control and collaboration purposes, a three-level hierarchy of 
Future Force Warrior, and methods for reducing incidents of fratricide.
Keywords: Future Force Warrior, Wireless Polling Sensor Network, Service Oriented Archi-
tecture, Business Process, Situational Awareness, Command, Control, Communications, 
Computers, Intelligence, Information, Surveillance and Reconnaissance. 
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1. DEFINITIONS
The list of definitions comprises the used terms. To aid the reading of the compendium, 
each definition also reoccurs in the running text when the term in question appears for the 
first time.
Battlespace For the purposes of this study, battlespace is defined as the overall environment in 
which military operations are executed comprehending sea, land, air, and the electromagnetic 
spectrum. The term battlespace replaces the term battlefield, as the latter is understood to 
involve the land-warfare component, whereas the term battlespace comprises the environment 
that exhaustively covers the area in which operations are being executed. The composition 
of a land-component includes different types of perimeters, such as forests, deserts, jungle, 
mountains, rural areas, towns, cities and built-up areas in all their forms. A battlespace is 
also the environment in which sensors, sensor networks and communication networks exist.
Blue Force refers to soldiers of own troops or soldiers of allied troops. Warriors on the same 
side of an operation compose the Blue Force. Also Unmanned Vehicles of own troops are 
entities of the Blue Force.
Blue Force Tracking (BFT) Blue Force Tracking is a location system used in military and 
crises management operations to locate and identify friendly forces in a battlespace. Blue 
Force Tracking is composed of various sets of tracking and location devices that can be com-
bined to respond to the operational needs. The main objective of these devices is to track 
and locate a person or vehicle carrying these devices as a friendly force member. The use of 
these systems aims to reduce fratricide and minimize casualties of own troops by identifyig 
persons of friendly forces to avoid engaging against an identified person. 
Business Process (BP). 
Business Process is a chain of events in which each former process marks a starting point 
to the next process and this cycle evolves and moves on. Business Process represents a usual 
civilian process concerning how business processes are carried out. BP is modeled as a selec-
tion of services provided by Service Oriented Architecture. BPs are operated by an inbuilt 
process engine.
Command and Control (C2) refer to the processes related to the operating and commanding 
of military troops and units in a battlespace. The C2-processes are performed at all military 
levels when missions are planned, executed and analyzed. 
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Common Operational Picture (COP) stands for an overall understanding of the prevailing 
situation in a battlespace. Common Operational Picture can be presented on the screen of a 
computer or a digital device, as well as by using markers and conventional maps. Common 
Operational Picture features elements such as individuals of friendly forces, neutral entities 
and the adversary, presented by symbols of various types.
Crises Management Environment (CME) is an environment encountered in peace sup-
porting operations and peace enforcing operations including society rebuilding efforts and 
other types of activities that are part of Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTHW). 
These operations typically include friendly forces, neutral forces and an adversary (red force). 
The entities involved can execute operations parallel to military operations. The entities con-
cerned involve international non-governmental organizations, for instance, the Red Cross or 
Crescent, and the World Health Organization (WHO).
C4I2SR consists of Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, In-
formation, Surveillance and Reconnaissance. This composition forms tools for accruing, 
forwarding and analyzing data to produce necessary information. This information is used 
to create Common Operational Picture and enhance overall Situational Awareness. 
Data fusion is used to analyze the data gathered from the battlespace. These data can be 
gathered by means of various types of sensors, data-bases and different actuators. Data fusion 
can be utilized in improving the performance and accuracy of various types of detection, 
tracking and surveillance systems as described in [13].
Military Environment (ME) comprises all the thinkable environments, in which military 
operations are to be executed on land, in the air, at sea, and in the electromagnetic spectrum. 
Examples of operations cover defensive operations, attack missions, operations in urban 
terrain and coastal operations. Less typical operations include rescue operations and search 
and destroy operations.
Network Enbled Capabilities comprise all the thinkable capabilities networks can offer. This 
means that decision entities and command and control elements become as knowledgeable 
as possibe. Actors and decision making entities are thus optimally connected. Sensors and 
shooters are tightly connected with decision makers.
Network Centric Warfare (NCW) considers the battlespace environment a distributed 
heterog- enous system, consisting of reactive and cognitive agents functioning in relation to 
environmental factors or Shared Situational Awareness towards the final objective. NCW 
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translates into a System of Systems (SoS) comprising intelligence gathering sensors, com-
mand and control –systems that enable enhanced SA and target assessment. This combined 
with the ability to network well with informed geographically dispersed forces and informed 
technological changes in a battlespace allows developing new forms of operational behavior 
to ensure mission success.
Product-line warrior stands for a warrior whose production is carried out industrially on 
an assembly line with characteristics dependent on the warriors’ set tasks and requirements. 
Product-line warriors include the categories of Basic Warrior, Readiness Brigade Warrior and 
Special Force Warrior.
Reconnaissance represents the military term for advancing beyond the area occupied by 
friendly forces to gain vital information of enemy forces or features of the environment for 
later analysis and/or dissemination. Examples of reconnaissance include patrolling by troops 
(military intelligence specialists), vessels of any type, manned/unmanned aircraft and satellites, 
or setting up covert observation posts to reconnoitre areas, vehicles, persons, and incidents. 
Situational Awareness (SA) has been given an applicable definition in the Army Field Manual 
1-02 [51] dating back to September 2004: “Knowledge and understanding of the current 
situation which promotes timely, relevant and accurate assessment of friendly, competitive and 
other operations within the battlespace in order to facilitate decision making. An informatio-
nal perspective and skill that fosters an ability to determine quickly the context and relevance 
of events that is unfolding.” SA comprises three levels: 1) perception, 2) comprehension and 
3) projection. SA or lack of it remains a key factor in military operations and intelligence 
capabilities. The means to increase SA can and must be fostered and developed, since the loss 
or deterioration of SA results in inaccuracies, human errors, and eventual casualties.
Shared Situational Awareness (SSA) can be understood as distributed situational awareness 
and SSA data collected by many entities. Situational awareness data collected can be forwar-
ded to command posts or data-mining centers for analysis and distribution purposes. With 
the assistance of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and selected data-mining algorithms, 
the collected data can be analyzed and processed for further distributing purposes to foster 
mission success. Shared Situational Awarenes has a vital role in Network Centric Warfare.
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) represents a means to operate and orchestrate proces-
ses and services effectively to achieve the goals set for operations. SOA prepares a granular 
platform of independent services on a networked infrastructure, utilizing a common language 
together with standard protocols for negotiations improving overall availability, utilization 
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and flexibility of the available services. In this present study Service Oriented Architecture is 
strongly related to SA and the processes of managing resources and services.
Surveillance equals a data collection method and involves monitoring the movements or 
affairs of a phenomenon, person or vehicle or aerial changes. Surveillance is systematic on-
going collection, collation, and analysis of data and the timely dissemination of information 
to those who need to know so that action can be taken. Surveillance can also be focused on 
computers. Computer surveillance can involve accessing or “reading” the storage mechanism 
of a computer, or monitoring a person’s operation of a computer. To summarize, surveillance 
means data collection for operational purposes.
Tracking involves the observing of persons or objects on the move and supplying a timely 
ordered sequence of respective location data to a model which is, for instance, able to serve 
in depicting the motion on a display.
19
2. INTRODUCTION
This thesis introduces some possibilities to improve the performance of a dismounted Future 
Force Warrior (FFW). For the purposes of this study, a dismounted Future Force Warrior 
describes a warrior who fights dismounted on the ground rather than mounted from a vehicle. 
The means examined include communication devices attached to warrior gear. The term gear 
refers to the weaponry and versatile communication systems which facilitate communicating 
in a battlespace. 
For the purposes of this study, battlespace is defined as the overall environment in which 
military operations are executed comprehending sea, land, air, and the electromagnetic spect-
rum. The term battlespace replaces the term battlefield, as the latter is understood to involve 
the land-warfare component, whereas the term battlespace comprises the environment that 
exhaustively covers the area in which operations are being executed. The composition of 
a land-component includes different types of perimeters, such as forests, deserts, jungle, 
mountains, rural areas, towns, cities and built-up areas in all their forms. A battlespace is 
also the environment in which sensors, sensor networks and communication networks exist.
This study focuses on the early stages of a System of Systems developing process. This means 
generating ideas and possibly prototyping them. The dismounted FFW represents a combina-
tion of a warrior and a system platform for several integrated and embedded digital systems. 
This study examines the means to enhance the situational awareness level of an individual 
warrior and also how to improve the overall Common Operational Picture (COP) of a given 
military organization.
Common Operational Picture (COP) stands for an overall understanding of the prevailing 
situation in a battlespace. Common Operational Picture can be presented on the screen of a 
computer or a digital device, as well as by using markers and conventional maps. Common 
Operational Picture features elements such as individuals of friendly forces, neutral entities 
and the adversary, presented by symbols of various types.
One of the most important issues concerning the development of an FFW involves minimi-
zing the incidents of fratricide. The ability to minimize fratricide, reduce collateral damage, 
and increase situational awareness enhances the probability of reaching the set objectives in 
military operations. 
As regards the total mass of warrior gear in FFW-systems, a reasonable maximum of 30 kilo-
grams represents approximately one third of the average mass of a 90-kilogram dismounted 
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FFW. The long-term goal in FFW -programs is to bring down the total mass of the warrior 
gear down to 20 kilograms. This can only be achieved by carefully selecting the gear required. 
In the future, the FFWs can be vieved as product-line warriors. 
The notion of a product-line warrior stands for a warrior whose production is carried out 
industrially on an assembly line with characteristics dependent on the warriors’ set tasks and 
requirements. Product-line warriors include the categories of Basic Warrior, Readiness Brigade 
Warrior and Special Force Warrior.
2.1 Research problem and research questions
The main research problem in this thesis is how to improve the overall performance of a dis-
mounted FFW by means of Command, Control, Communications, Computer, Intelligence, 
Information, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4I2SR).
 
C4I2SR consists of Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Informa-
tion, Surveillance and Reconnaissance. This composition forms tools for accruing, forwarding 
and analyzing data to produce necessary information. This information is used to create 
Common Operational Picture and enhance overall Situational Awareness.
The study also examines the possibilities to improve warrior-level Situational Awareness and 
commanders’ Common Operational Picture. Domain-specific terms, such as, Command, 
Control, Communications, Computer, Intelligence, Information, Surveillance and Recon-
naissance services, are in a central role in this study. This thesis attempts to outline possible 
communication and sensor network tools for battlespace use. 
Surveillance equals a data collection method and involves monitoring the movements or 
affairs of a phenomenon, person or vehicle or aerial changes. Surveillance is systematic on-
going collection, collation, and analysis of data and the timely dissemination of information 
to those who need to know so that action can be taken. Surveillance can also be focused on 
computers. Computer surveillance can involve accessing or “reading” the storage mechanism 
of a computer, or monitoring a person’s operation of a computer. To summarize, surveillance 
means data collection for operational purposes.
Reconnaissance represents the military term for advancing beyond the area occupied by 
friendly forces to gain vital information of enemy forces or features of the environment for 
later analysis and/or dissemination. Examples of reconnaissance include patrolling by troops 
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(military intelligence specialists), vessels of any type, manned/unmanned aircraft and satellites, 
or setting up covert observation posts to reconnoitre areas, vehicles, persons, and incidents. 
Situational Awareness (SA) comprises three levels: 1) perception, 2) comprehension and 3) 
projection. SA or lack of it remains a key factor in military operations and intelligence capa-
bilities. The means to increase SA can and must be fostered and developed, since the loss or 
deterioration of SA results in inaccuracies, human errors, and eventual casualties.
Service Oriented Architecture is currently seen as a promising technology in military opera-
tions. The execution of military tasks with the assistance of Service Oriented Architecture is 
viewed as a possible execution enabler and plausible force multiplier. 
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) represents a means to operate and orchestrate processes 
and services effectively to achieve the goals set for operations. SOA prepares a granular plat-
form of independent services on a networked infrastructure, utilizing a common language 
together with standard protocols for negotiations improving overall availability, utilization 
and flexibility of the available services. In this present study Service Oriented Architecture is 
strongly related to SA and the processes of managing resources and services.
This raises the question if an FFW can also benefit from Service Oriented Architecture services 
and how Service Oriented Architecture could enhance warrior performance.
Technical solutions based on Commercial Off-The-Shelf -technology offers tempting possi-
bilities applicable also in crises management operations. This is important because commu-
nication and location requirements are constantly in a central role in military operations. In 
the currently prevailing world-wide recession, it remains relevant to examine how FFWs can 
benefit from Commercial Off-The-Shelf –technology.
The research questions of this thesis are:
1) What could be a suitable sensor network tool for current operational situations?
2) How can Service Oriented Architecture be used in military settings to improve warrior 
performance?
3) How can militaries benefit from new communication technology in crises management 
operations?
4) Which new concepts can be developed to aid in minimizing incidents of fratricide and 
collateral damage?
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2.2 Main Results
The seven papers included in this thesis examine the overall performance of a dismounted 
FFW. The main results of this thesis are as follows:
The Wireless Polling Sensor Network (WPSN) concept. While Wireless Sensor Networks 
(WSNs) have been used for a long time, they have certain draw-backs: multi-hop transmission 
fails when nodes are destroyed in military environments, battery lifetime poses limitations, 
and security challences have not been solved. A Wireless Polling Sensor Network (WPSN) has 
advantages in all of these areas compared to other proposed solutions. A WPSN comprises 
a small mobile ad hoc network of UAVs and a high number of fixed ground-based sensors, 
which are periodically polled by UAVs. This concept suits well to road bomb detection, to 
guiding precision munitions to a target in an indoors location.
The Business Process approach to Military Service Oriented Architecture (MSOA) . This 
means treating military operations as Business Processes, chains of actions to be performed 
in a given sequence. The future vision in the military Business Process approach involves a 
computer-directed warrior. Usually SOA services can be simultaneously used by any Busi-
ness Processes, but in military operations services represent limited resources that must to 
be scheduled. Therefore the author developed a new general purpose SOA-component, the 
military Resource Manager, to facilitate the process of managing the available resources. 
Additional new concepts for the Business Process approach include a Dynamic Battlefield 
Hierarchy and Battlefield Secure Scheduler.
The thesis also contains a number of other results. 
White Force Tracking (WFT). This means tracking the locations of civilians in a battlespa-
ce. While the need to reduce collateral damage has always been acknowledged, systems for 
tracking the White Force (WF) have not been considered earlier.
Command, Control and Collaboration systems . This is a new concept that upgrades pre-
sent collaboration-tools to military-level Command, Control and Collaboration systems. 
Addressed issues deal with trust and security when issuing and receiving commands from 
external players such as civilian authorities or members of crises management organizations.
Application of Free Space Optics in tactical communications . Radio-spectrum imposes 
serious limitations on bandwidth. As an FFW has a laser-designator in his gear, the author 
investigated Free Space Optics (FSO) transmission as a potential technology for high-bit rate 
data transmission, for example, when transmitting pictures to enhance Situational Awareness. 
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Three-level hierachy of a dismounted FFW . The hierarchy comprises Basic Warrior (BW), 
Readiness Brigade Warrior (RBW), and Special Warrior (SW). The concept defines the gear 
of each warrior type, their tasks, and performance capabilities. 
2.3 Scope and Structural Outline
The thesis attempts to find possible solutions for improving the overall capabilities of a dis-
mounted FFW. The performance of a dismounted FFW can be increased by selected means 
of C4I2SR–tools and applications. This idea involves viewing the FFW concept as an SoS and 
the product-line warriors’ electronic skeleton as a system platform. This allows examining 
the utilization of the existing Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) –based applications and 
possible technologies, such as Wireless Polling Sensor Network. The thesis aims to generate 
plausible ideas for the creation process of a dismounted FFW as an SoS. 
When a military operation can be streamlined as a process similar to a Business Process, 
several maneuvres can be simplified and modeled. For this reason, this study features in a 
key role Service Oriented Architecture, which the author has supplemented by tools such 
as the military Resource Manager, a Scheduler, Dynamic Battlefield Hierarchy (DBH) and 
Battlefield Secure Scheduler (BSS).
This publication begins by covering key definitions (Chapter 1) and then proceeds to the 
introduction (Chapter 2) complemented by research methods (Chapter 3). This is followed by 
a review of FFW systems (Chapter 4) after which the dismounted FFW concept is discussed 
(Chapter 5). Then the Business Process (Chapter 7) and battle management systems (Chapter 
8) are discussed followed by a description of the papers produced (Chapter 8). Finally, the 
section on how to proceed (Chapter 9) precedes the conclusions drawn (Chapter 10).
The present study can be described as an evolving spiral, in which all the previously (cf. 2.1–
2.3) described aspects have to be accounted for when idealizing and planning a dismounted 
FFW with improved capabilities. This spiral is depicted in Figure 1.
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As visualized in Figure 1, the dismounted Future Force Warrior (FFW) -concept can be 
viewed as a System of Systems (SoS) which, first of all, comprises as its framework a military 
application of Service Oriented Architecture (MSOA) featuring the military Resource Ma-
nager (RM), a Scheduler, and the Information Repository, to facilitate the allocating of the 
limited resources available. Secondly, the product-line warriors’ three-level electronic skeleton 
is viewed as a system platform in which the gear and training of FFWs vary depending on 
their tasks. Thirdly, combat is understood as a Business Process (BP) in which the Wireless 
Polling Sensor Network (WPSN) is utilized in mediating sensor-based C4I2SR-services in 
order to improve FFWs’ Situational Awareness (SA) and provide data for creating an accurate 
Common Operational Picture (COP) – a necessity for Commanders to ensure their effective 
decision-making.
SOA Service Oriented 
 Architecture
RM Resource Manager
FFW Future Force 
 Warrior
COP  Common 
 Operational Picture
WPSN Wireless Polling 
 Sensor Network 
 System
BP  Business Process 
C4I2SR Command, 
 Control, 
 Communications, 
 Computer, 
 Information, 
 Intelligence, 
 Surveillance and 
 Reconnaissance
Figure 1. The Future Force Warrior concept as an SoS.
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3. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK AND METHODS
The research method employed is the following. Based on a survey of warrior systems in 
Chapter 4, problems that have not yet been exhaustively solved have been identified. After 
having identified missing sub-systems, new solutions and concepts have been invented and 
designed at a conceptual level in the papers produced for this thesis. 
The literature survey of Chapter 4 was done by collecting studies related to the concept of 
Future Force Warrior. Obviously, militaries continue preparing for operations and nations 
keep spending significantly in developing new warrior systems. Therefore it is not a simple 
task to find reliable and updated unclassified data on solutions and devices suitable for a 
dismounted FFW. The data collecting was carried out by examining scientific papers written 
on applicable technological issues. Scientific papers focusing on military issues were utilized 
in the process of generating ideas. This meant reviewing and examining a high number of 
papers. For the reasons just explained, this process has solely drawn from accessible unclassified 
and unrestricted literary sources.
The research method of, on the one hand, examining relevant existing papers, and on the 
other hand, generating ideas, was selected because it is suitable for an officer who wants to 
participate in the development process of new technologically informed FFW systems. An 
officer is somewhat aware of the practical side of the end-product, the obvious end-user 
needs, currently missing solutions and usability requirements. This officer’s input occurs in 
an early development stage. The aim is to find technologies applicable to foster the overall 
capabilities of a dismounted FFW. The method for this equals generating ideas and drawing 
comparisons. Solutions are described at a conceptual level, and some are prototyped in a 
laboratory, but none are combat-proof.
Table 1 summarizes the identified problems found in the literature survey that are addressed 
in the papers produced by the author.
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3.1 Criteria for selecting new technical systems 
When selecting new technical systems for a dismounted FFW, the most important feature is 
performance. The overall troop performance is composed of the existing key elements available 
rather than the technologies or ideas described. Figure 2 depicts the key elements of overall 
performance capabilities; namely, troops, materiel, usage principles, infrastructure, support 
and integration of capabilities. These elements are used in militaries worldwide to define the 
general performance of nations’ Defence Forces. 
Paper Identifying problems with missing solutions New concepts and solutions
P1 Blue Force Tracking exists, but in crises 
management situations a high number of 
neutral personnel remain unlocated.
White Force Tracking System 
has been outlined.
P2 FFW –programs exist, but equipping all the 
warriors with the best gear is very expensive. 
Furthermore, how does a warrior benefit from 
a computer?
Three-tier warriors have been 
identified, and a new computer 
aided-warrior concept is 
introduced.
P3 Collaboration tools are currently capable of 
information sharing only. Activities of Non-
Governmental Organizations present new 
challenges to military actors.
A Command, Control and 
Collaboration tool has been 
invented.
P4 Combat Net Radios have low bit rates. Crises 
management operations could benefit from 
transmitting images contributing to Situational 
Awareness.
A Laser Target Pointer can be 
used for Free Space Optics 
transmission.
P5 SOA is currently used for services rather than 
Business Processes. Battlefield management 
systems exist.
A Business Process approach to 
Service Oriented Architecture 
was applied in military tactical 
operations.
P6 Fratricide prevention systems are needed, but 
they are expensive.
Outlined practical alternatives 
for preventing incidents of 
fratricide.
P7 Wireless Sensor Networks exist, but feature 
some serious problems in military settings. 
New threats include roadsidebombs. One-Time 
Pads cannot be distributed.
A Wireless Polling Sensor 
Network concept has been 
implemented. One-Time Pad 
exchange protocol has been 
invented by Jorma Jormakka.
Table 1. Problems and solutions identified by the literature survey.
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Performance can be understood as an output of a described system.
Troops can be understood as the composition and structure of military troops located in an 
organization. The organization can be an Army as whole or a particular part of  given military 
organization, for example, a Brigade.
Materiel comprises all the equipment used in operations (weapons, vehicles, ammunition, 
communication systems, medical supplies, etc.).
Usage principles are related to operational techniques, tactics, procedures, including the 
operational use of troops. Usage principles define the way in which troops are exploited in 
military operations.
Infrastructure is the composition of services and supply chains. Infrastructure means the 
composition of military and civilian infrastructures in a war-time setting.
Support can be understood as a capability to support operations.
Integration is understood as system integration. System integration is a process of linking 
together different services and actors to enable functioning as a coordinated whole. The in-
tegration of systems enables integrating computer networking systems and necessary military 
services required as Business Processes in a battlespace.
Figure 2. Key elements of overall performance capabilities.
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3.2 Contributions of the thesis to the 
 Future Force Warrior concept
The following Figure 2 below indicates the placement of the published articles in relation to 
the FFW-concept. Apart from sporting task-level-dependent warrior gear and clothes, each 
dismounted FFW is subject to two sub-systems: Command, Control and Communications, 
and Situational Awareness, which are here considered separate. 
Firstly, C2–systems contain Command and Control, which here are SOA-based and Wireless 
Communication Systems. Command and Control (C2) refers to the processes related to the 
operating and commanding of military troops and units in a battlespace. The C2-processes 
are performed at all military levels when missions are planned, executed and analyzed.
Secondly, a Situational Awareness sub-system contains some independent mechanisms, such as 
fratricide prevention and SOA Services. In this solution depicted in Figure 3, sensor systems, 
identification systems and inter-working systems are realized as SOA services.
 
Figure 3. Contributions of the papers
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3.3 Technical-constructive approach
The research method used in this thesis represents a technical-constructive method. It is part 
of a product development process offering new ideas and concepts utilizable when creating 
functioning C4I2SR and SA systems for a dismounted FFW. Generating ideas marks an early 
stage of a product development process and the results of this work should be seen as possible 
solution concepts applicable in a battlespaces of the future. 
The evaluation and benefit analyses of the new concepts belong to later stages of the product 
development cycle and are thus omitted from this study. Detailed military requirements such 
as robustness, security, and logistics can be addressed only in a planning stage in which the 
given military entities have defined the actual set parameters necessary and carried out the 
required threat analyses. 
The goal of the present study is then merely to create ideas based on innovative and publicly 
available Commercial Off-The-Shelf -technology. Therefore the actual functionality and 
operability of a dismounted FFW concept as an SoS can be credibly tested only in operations 
performed in an actual battlespace.
The method adopted for developing new solutions has equalled a modification of a think-tank 
-method. The solutions presented represent possible solutions when properly applied. Two 
types of approaches have been utilized in this process: the analysis of the presented system as 
part of a designated military application, or as part of a whole set of military applications. An 
example of the former approach is the solution capable of tracking impartial entities, White 
Force Tracking, see P1. An example of the latter one is the use of SOA in enhancing the 
optimization of existing resources, as introduced in P5. As described in P5, the method can 
be seen as a new solution to utilize SOA. With the assistance of SOA, a military commander 
can concentrate on commanding his or her automatically recovered chain of command. This 
study has attempted to contribute to improving overall situational awareness and common 
operational picture with SOA to support commanders’ decision-making process. P7 examines 
improving overall performance of a dismounted FFW while accounting for C4I2SR-challences.
3.4 The characteristics of a product design process
In developing new technical solutions applicable, the Systems of Systems philosophy of 
product design has been followed. A dismounted FFW as a concept represents an SoS, a set 
of selected systems and sub-systems. The process of creating a dismounted FFW represents 
a process of product or systems design in which the following stages need to be taken into 
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consideration: 1) decision making, 2) performance measures, 3) iteration, and 4) information 
management. Decision making in product design aims at creating a solution to an identified 
product design problem. Performance in this process is evaluated against the amount of 
resources available (time, human resources, cost-factors). Iteration involves performing simi-
lar activities at different points in the design process. It includes resolving the same product 
design problem multiple times. Information management is related to the data collected on 
the whole design process. Decisions are made on the basis of the data collected and analyzed.
The product design process comprised repeated iteration of three activities: analysis, synthesis 
and evaluation, processes similar to the one used in [142]. The analysis involved understanding 
the design problem and generating the requirements and specifications. The synthesis dealt 
with generating ideas and solutions by studying battlespace environments. The evaluation 
included assessing the design solutions against the requirements, specifications, which, as 
explaned earlier, remain theoretical as the actual information remains classified. More infor-
mation about the SoS approach is offered in [48]. 
The analyses process of a product design process in its early stage may follow a specific appro-
ach, for example, axiomatic design, as introduced in [139] and functional analysis (or value 
engineering) introduced in [109] and [138]. In this thesis the analyzing process adopted has 
been an informal one. 
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4. REVIEW OF FFW-SYSTEMS
The following reviews current studies on FFW C4I2SR systems relevant in the context of this 
thesis. This chapter is organized as follows: Battle Management Systems (BMS) are introduced 
first, followed by SA, Crises Management (CM) contexts, and Net Centric Warfare (NCW), 
after which the significance of networks is discussed. Then we proceed to Free Space Optics, 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), Tracking and Localization, Service Robots, SOA, and, 
lastly, very briefly point out some issues on FFW training and simulations.
As for the term FFW, an FFW represents a dismounted warrior who is supplied with the 
latest applicable technology. The purpose of improved gear and new technological devices 
is to enhance the overall performance of an FFW. This requires that the embedded systems 
feature computer-aided modularity and scalability. The equipment must be tailored to be 
rapidly replaceable in case broken, lost or malfunctioning in a battlespace. 
The goal of this literature review was to locate missing sub-systems in FFW-systems. Findings 
of the literature survey were collected to Table 1.
4.1 Battle Management Systems (BMSs)
The C2 capabilities necessary to units serving at battalion level and below are provided by 
Battle Management Systems (BMSs). Especially combat net radios can be seen as beneficial 
tools to support the goal of geographical based situational awareness. When several operational 
BMSs are integrated to gain the maximum amount of quantative and qualitative data for the 
purpose of analyses in the field of SoS-concepts, various robotic platforms can be utilized, 
as described in [72]. An SoS can be understood as large-scale concurrent and distributed 
systems consisting of complex, interoperable systems. This applies to an SoS composed of 
robotic systems, see [72].
As introduced in [41], BMSs draw from strong hierarchies and Hierarchical Communications 
Protocol (HCP). The C2-communication systems are based on different levels of commu-
nication (structure creation and cell-center selection) in varying types of communication 
contexts (point-to-point communications, broadcast communications), as shown in [41]. 
Hierarchical Communications Protocol can be based on geographical routing that builds a 
virtual three-level infrastructure in a battlespace, see [41]. However, aligning SoS and HCP 
requirements remains a challenge. The ability to trace the requirements set for different levels 
and to obtain coherent models of C2-systems were found to be the major benefits in using 
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the architecture framework introduced in [63]. In [63] the key finding was that architecture 
framework supports the modeling of the operational system and the technical system.
The operational functions of BMSs are based on Battle Management Language (BML), 
which enables the advancements of IT-supported functions of BMSs as indicated in [126]. 
Battle management language is a language utilized in the command and control of troops 
and equipment in military operations. BML can be used in outlining Shared Situational 
Awareness (SSA) and in creating the common operational picture, see [126]. When using 
BML for military communications, automatically structured information can be transparently 
organized. BML can also be used between C2-systems and simulation systems. In the storing 
process of all the information available, BML offers a means to accelerate the storing process 
as introduced in [126].
The functioning of Battle Management Systems can be enhanced by relying on decision 
support systems of military communication networks. Military communication networks 
are in an essential role in achieving information superiority in net centric warfare and infor-
mation warfare as described in [35]. The intelligent decision support system framework is 
strongly linked to SoS and BMS. When these systems are merged, data mining systems may 
be significantly improved as well.
Command and Control Information Systems (C2IS) are crucial in tactical planning and tac-
tical communications networks, as discussed in [77], which are closely connected to network 
descriptions in an operational network simulation model’s parameters. In joint operations 
the Multilateral Interoperability Program (MIP) was established to advocate successful and 
harmonized operational functions for peace-keeping forces, see [77]. Interoperability is to be 
achieved by Command and Control Information Exchange Data Model (C2IEDM), which 
advocates the use of data bases. Moreover, joint command, control and consultation infor-
mation exchange data model aims towards improved information sharing and data exchange 
and storage and retrieval systems used in multinational operations, see [77].
As shown in [110], the presented “Dynamic analysis of the Brigade Combat Team’s C2 
architecture” can be seen as an example of one of the efforts enabling getting ahead of an 
adversary’s decision cycle. This enhances the capability of army battle command systems to 
utilize the gathered information and provide exhaustive data for the base of a tactical ope-
rations centre, see [110]. This architecture is created to foster the military decision making 
process, see [124], along with the process of recognition primed decision making. In light of 
the continuing changes in operational environments and organizations, C2-structures and 
suitable presentation methods of data combined with the military decision making process, 
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recognition primed decision making and used networks must be secured to enable remai-
ning aware of the actions and locations of own troops. Moreover, enemy courses of actions 
in maneuver-centric conventional operations are accompanied by a situation template that 
depicts the enemy courses of actions and blue force graphically on a screen, see [189].
4.2 Situational Awareness (SA)
Used in varying domains, such as air traffic control, aviation and military C2, as discussed in 
[44], situational awareness comprises three identified levels: 1) perception, 2) comprehension 
and 3) projection, see [44]. SA or lack of it remains a key factor in military operations and in 
intelligence capabilities, especially in Web-Based Intelligence Networks, see [46]. Situational 
awareness is linked to dismounted battle command system, as discussed in [47], and to voice 
communications over Blue Force Tracking systems, see [32], which has become a critical 
capability for the military, as discussed in [27]. 
Blue Force refers to soldiers of own troops or soldiers of allied troops. Warriors on the same 
side of an operation compose the Blue Force. Also Unmanned Vehicles of own troops are 
entities of the Blue Force. Blue Force Tracking (BFT) Blue Force Tracking is a location system 
used in military and crises management operations to locate and identify friendly forces in 
battlespace. Blue Force Tracking is composed of various sets of tracking and location devices 
that can be combined to respond to the operational needs. The main objective of these devices 
is to track and locate a person or vehicle carrying these devices as a friendly force member. 
The use of these systems aims to reduce fratricide and minimize casualties of own troops by 
identifyig persons of friendly forces to avoid engaging against an identified person. 
Blue Force Tracking was utilized during Operation Iraqi Freedom, see [27]. As described 
in [96], the tactical network systems are ad-hoc mobile communications that significantly 
contribute to an improved SA for BFT-systems. SA is strongly linked to the military decisi-
on making process in smaller operational units, such as platoons and squads. The company 
command support system is introduced in [124]. Tools to increase the overall SA are often 
seen as collaboration tools, whose goal is to increase Shared Situational Awareness, as dis-
cussed in [17]. This is also the case in technology-enabled non-face-to-face collaboration 
tools used while simultaneously providing near-real-time information in disaster situations, 
as described in [135]. 
Shared Situational Awareness (SSA) can be understood as distributed situational awareness 
and SSA data collected by many entities. Situational awareness data collected can be forwar-
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ded to command posts or data-mining centers for analysis and distribution purposes. With 
the assistance of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and selected data-mining algorithms, 
the collected data can be analyzed and processed for further distributing purposes to foster 
mission success. Shared Situational Awarenes has a vital role in Network Centric Warfare 
(NCW). NCW considers the battlespace environment a distributed heterogenous system, 
consisting of reactive and cognitive agents functioning in relation to environmental factors 
or Shared Situational Awareness towards the final objective. NCW translates into a System 
of Systems (SoS) comprising intelligence gathering sensors, command and control –systems 
that enable enhanced SA and target assessment. This combined with the ability to network 
well with informed geographically dispersed forces and informed technological changes in a 
battlespace allows developing new forms of operational behavior to aid in mission success.
Tools and concepts applied in Net Centric Warfare environments contribute to improving 
SA, see [150]. The end-state is to merge the data collected from a finite array of sensors and 
sources. Service Oriented Architecture and semantically aware systems are seen as enablers in 
the process of knowledge fusion, described in [31]. Predictive situational awareness benefits 
from the possibilities provided by the use of probabilistic ontologies for net-centric operation 
systems, as discussed in [31]. Predictive situational awareness applies a multi-disciplinary 
approach to solve the problem of predictive situational awareness within the domain of 
maritime operations, see [31].
The context of C4I2SR battlespace communications emphasizes the overall significance of 
the elements and phenomena related to SA as discussed in [150]. As systems, tactics, techni-
ques, and procedures evolve, the aspects and terminology concerning SA drastically increase. 
Military decision making process is linked to collaborative SA in time-critical operational 
environments, especially military operations indoors where location data are essential, as 
described in [143], as well as to company command support systems, see [124], and, lastly, 
to team situation awareness perspective, as described in [140], as well as enemy courses of 
actions, as discussed in [145]. In time-critical operations fast decision making is inevitably 
based on inadequate information on the overall situation. Cognitive situation modeling and 
recognition situation management apply the management of complex dynamic systems, 
see [73]. Situation management is understood as a combination of components, such as 1) 
situational awareness and 2) situation calculus and situation control, see [73]. As indicated 
in [73], integrating the systems with real-time situation models can be seen a useful means 
for decision support systems in medical relief operations, see [15] and [73]. 
In the context of Network Centric Operations (NCO), innovative enhancement to military 
decision-making is desired to be able to facilitate the decision maker’s perception, as described 
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in [64], and processes and computational models are required in supporting high levels of 
Shared Situational Awareness enhancing decision-makers’ perception, comprehension and 
projection of the underlying knowledge space requires adopting the recognition primed 
decision model, as discussed in [64].
The significance of SA is critical in Military Operations in Urban Terrain (MOUT). As 
described in [86], building clearing exercises posed challenges for training requirements set 
for special weapons assault teams. To support training for oncoming operations, the After 
Action Reports (AARs) can be supported by generating performance feedback tools built in 
SA-systems and testing these tools before the AAR-processes, as discussed in [86]. The study 
described in [115] can be used as an example to reach the goal for improved performance and 
reduced numbers of casualties. To sum up, the significance of SA is closely examined in all 
the FFW concepts currently in-progress in ongoing soldier modernization programs, see [9].
4.3 Crises Management and Social Networking
As described in [125], an Internet collaboration tool, a structured wiki application, (TWI-
KI), has been created to support intra- and inter-organizational collaboration, to survey 
collaboration methods including internet relay chat and other collaboration tools categorized 
as synchronous meetings. Inevitably, as network-based communication has increased and 
multidimensionally developed, group-oriented communication tools have been extensively 
studied both as a concept and framework. Group-oriented communication tools differ from 
conventional unicast-based communication tools and are based on group-based communica-
tion tools, as discussed in [141]. Communication systems can draw on various concepts and 
network architectures, as explicitly elaborated in [141]. Presently available collaboration tools 
can be synchronous or asynchronous collaboration services, such as tools for conferencing, 
data and application sharing, and tools for workflow management, as described in [107], 
including videos and frames from a battlespace. One of the collaboration services options 
offered is the collaboration-capability maturity model, as introduced in [107]. Especially 
peer-to-peer networks are versatile in allowing each member in a Peer to Peer (P2P) network 
to act as a client or server as described in [83]. Peer-to-peer networks have been combat-
tested with an embedded protocol, which effectively repairs the network with the remaining 
nodes available, as discussed in [83]. Present collaboration tools enable video streaming in a 
mobile network, as discussed in [130]. This function can be exploited in social networks in 
civilian contexts provided with adequate communication capabilities, including bandwidth 
and Quality of Service (QoS), see [130]. 
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The concept of Integrated Platform for Autonomic Computing (IPAC) described in [84] aims 
at delivering a middleware and service creation environment for developing embedded, intel-
ligent, collaborative, and context aware services in mobile nodes. This technology is suitable 
for non-governmental organizations in crises management areas. The concept is planned for 
multilateral operations where human-relief operations are executed by relying on different 
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) and transmission protocols, see [84]. The requirement for 
reliable communication links between the military and first responders is recognized. The 
proposed solution is based on the multiple user objective system. This system represents a type 
of communications network being built for the US Department of Defence and is defined 
and provided by strategic command, as discussed in [132]. The goal is to streamline and em-
power the existing communication processes for improved and faster execution of operations.
In emergency mitigation and response settings, Shared Situational Awareness becomes in-
dispensable, as argued in [65]. To be able to transfer military C2-concepts and protocols to 
heterogeneous organizations requires an understanding of the prevalent processes, resources 
and cultures. As indicated in [65], emergency managers need an information and commu-
nication structure that supports creative and adaptive behaviour throughout a distributed 
decision-making network. Distributed collaboration asks for support for informal commu-
nication, opportunistic interactions and reliable and frequent shifts between asynchronous 
and synchronous modes, see [33]. To meet these needs, [33] describes a study in which open 
communication server was applied with encouraging results.
Experiences where a tactical collaboration tool has been useful are discussed in [68]. A tactical 
collaboration tool represents a tool within the defence collaboration tool suite, see [68], in 
asynchronous and synchronous modes. The starting point of [21] is that the amount of data 
available for a mobile user in daily life has increased due to the increase of smart telephones 
and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). Moreover, [21] argues that both community-context 
and spatio-temporal-context information must be taken into consideration in collaboration 
processes, and, for example, a tool named the context-aware adaptation service, which uses 
Web Service (WS) technologies, has been created, see [21].
4.4 Network Centric Warfare (NCW)
The term Network Centric Warfare (NCW) can be defined as follows: NCW is a means of 
organizing a force by utilizing modern information technology to link sensors, decision ma-
kers, shooters and weapon systems to help warriors work more effectively together in order 
to execute the commander’s intent and successfully carry out the mission [4]. The concept of 
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NCW operations permeates every aspect of present military operations, and network centric 
operations’ industry consortium provides guidance for network centric operations, see [136], 
for example, Ball’s Aerospace’s collaborative technologies and solutions group suitable for 
NCW, see [66]. Tactical operations depend on a reliable capability to communicate and a 
mobile backbone enabling NCW, as indicated in [133]. Moreover, recent innovations in nan-
otechnology are seen to foster the capability to communicate at the level of a single warfighter, 
as argued in [137]. Obviously, for practical purposes, the innovations in wireless technology 
are well received. The utilization of innovations is evident in the field of nanotechnology, 
especially among Nanoelectromechanical Systems (NEMS), and offers new solutions with 
antennas, see [137]. However, the most critical limiting factor in an NCW environment 
equals the limitations of human proficiency, the rate of forgetting, as pointed out in [81]. 
NCW is based on human and organizational behaviour, and represents a way of performing 
tasks, a type of mental mode, as discussed in [119]. NCW has been formulated to foster 
dynamic operations in a battlespace, as described in [119]. To evaluate the performance of 
NCW-systems, a net-centric evaluation framework is proposed in [71]. To empower the 
overall communication effectiveness of an NCW environment, a tool named the multi-
interface communications software utilized in messaging and tracking softwares is introduced 
in [80]. It is a robust messaging platform for heterogeneous communications equipment, 
which provides uniform communications leveraging in all the available transmission modes. 
The NCW elements interacting inside a communication system can be viewed as nodes in 
the network, as described in [35]. The taxonomy of the nodes can be based on describing the 
nature of the nodes categorized by using two concepts: value symmetry (whether the nodes 
differ significantly in their importance) and homogeneity/heterogeneity (whether the nodes 
are similar or dissimilar), see [35]. As indicated in [105], in military operations qualitative 
information supports quantitative data, providing experts’ views and reference knowledge and 
perspective. When this expertise is combined with decision making processes, the cumulative 
nature of the process can support the tracking of the steps in decision making – from events 
to data, to sources, to decisions, and back again, see [105]. 
As described in [4] and [131], an NCW enterprise focuses on the power that can be genera-
ted from the effective linking or networking of a collective enterprise. The type of enterprise 
can be seen as a distributed sensor network described in [131]. Similarly, interoperability in 
NCW can be exploited in the collaboration of several governmental organizations, collecting 
real-time SA and intelligence information, see [15]. This utilization is important in the mobile 
systems providing critical data [154]. Yet, at the level of a warfighter, the remaining challenge 
continues to be how to seamlessly interface loads of disparate stand-alone SA and close air 
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support systems into an NCW infrastructure, as discussed in [43]. One solution can be the 
variable message format -based data links, see [43]. 
4.5 Networks
As discussed in [20], the scalability of network architecture is essential for providing con-
nectivity and QoS in future combat systems in heterogeneous network environments and 
communication robustness in a Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET). Functional mobile 
military networks are vital for executing the tasks given in NCW and in network enabled 
operations, as described in [85]. The objective of both is to reduce the required time to engage 
and execute the operations, in other words, to shorten the time required for the observe-
orient-decide-act loop, discussed in [85]. To effectively execute NCW, the present significant 
challenges in tactical networking environments have to be solved. The wireless and ad hoc 
nature of these networks means unreliability in connectivity, limitations in bandwidth and 
variable latency. Furthermore, to realize speech recognition for C2 purposes, a modified 
neural fuzzy network is proposed in [89]. Besides this, soldiers on the move require robust 
communications that are functional both beyond line-of-sight and in line-of-sight, as dis-
cussed in [5]. Presently available communication solutions are based on combat net radios, 
dominated by the enhanced position location reporting system and the single channel ground 
and airborne radio system, see [5]. As last mile solutions, WiMAX technology can be utilized 
in providing converged video, voice and data services to mobile users, as described in [14]. 
COTS products are deployed to boost the performance of the forward-deployed warfighters. 
However, these COTS-products face several implementation challenges, as indicated in [40]. 
Wireless Sensor Networks are viewed as an interface between the physical environment and 
the networked world, as discussed in [3].
Military network environments comprise varying types of networks. The most typical net-
works include: Wireless Networks (WN) with integrated services [34], sensor networks [41], 
wireless sensor networks [3], WSNs applicable in event detecting [10], Wide Area Networks 
(WAN) [57] and Ad Hoc Networks [129] with modifications, such as vehicular ad hoc net-
work and MANET [95]. Tactical mobile mesh systems belong to this group. These network 
types are supported by Wireless Fidelity, IEEE 802.11 Wireless Local Area Networks, satellite 
communications, and microwave communications. 
The broadcast characteristics of WNs provide an opportunity to deal with unreliability, and 
WNs exhibit significant data redundancy in that there is a substantial overlap in the informa-
tion transmission to the nodes, as discussed in [54]. The challenge in Packet Radio networks 
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is the interference (thermal noise) generated by the network itself. In [16] it is proposed to 
use wireless network control systems to facilitate optimal combination of protocol parameters 
which can support robust real-time wireless communications. In order to create an adaptive 
QoS to mobile hosts, architecture and adequate bandwidth levels along with reliable services 
are necessary, and, to fulfil this task, the Integrated Service (IS) networks with mobile hosts, 
while the mobile reservation protocol is implemented in [34] to exchange state information in 
the wireless environment. The primary common feature of WNs is the scarcity of spectrum, 
and the secondary one is the problem of integrated scheduling power control discussed in 
[12]. When an airborne element is added, such as a UAV, the use of WNs becomes challenging 
because of the characteristics of unstable environments, see [129].
Important for military applications, sensor networks are particularly crucial in a battlespace, 
for their capability to collect data about enemy actions, as described in [42]. Sensor networks 
can be beneficial in various surveillance applications, in tracking targets and detecting events. 
Since sensors accrue vast amounts of unsorted data, [37] proposes a general resource manager 
as a consolidated approach that takes into account knowledge from all the sensors prior to 
executing a given decision making process.
WSNs have been widely used for agricultural and environmental monitoring [3] and in 
industrial applications [120]. WSNs can be utilized to improve localization accuracy; they 
typically consist of a high number of small, low-cost sensor nodes distributed over a large area, 
as described in [10]. Each node is usually equipped with multi-type sensors, a wireless radio 
transceiver, a small microcontroller and a power source, and, once sensor nodes collaborate 
among themselves, they establish a WSN, as described in [24]. A WSN is composed of a sink 
node (base station) and a vast number of sensing devices, see [91]. Currently, wireless sensors 
and mobile phone users can perform sensing collaboratively and complement each other by 
replacing WSNs [127] and thus support the tools of social media. The Security Adaptive 
Self-Organization for Wireless Sensor Networks algorithm was created in [7] to establish 
secure group communications, and to reduce the challenges of link-layer communications 
and the energy consumption of the WSN and their nodes. 
As discussed in [113], ad hoc networking technologies are able to fulfil the needs and require-
ments set for tactical networks in the digitized battlespace. Ad hoc Wireless Networks consist 
of a collection of wireless nodes, all of which may be mobile or static, and dynamically create a 
wireless network among them without relying on any infrastructure or administrative support, 
as discussed in [23]. To improve the throughput by using low cost COTS-products, a multi-
channel multi-radio solution was viewed in [146] to be a promising solution. In a battlespace 
the concept of wireless mesh network can be utilized, see [146]. An extension of wireless 
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networking is the intelligent transport system, and a module created for this purpose is called 
the vehicular ad hoc network [95]. Mobile features of transmitting multimedia services over a 
wireless medium features problems with channel capacity and channel statistics, as indicated 
in [1]. The increased demand of these services is noticeable in tactical applications which 
must insure high Quality of Service. In other words, high mobility combined with frequent 
changes in topology variations makes spectrum management challenging in a battlespace, 
as pointed out in [153]. As discussed in [157], high mobility results in fast and frequent 
changes in interference conditions. Tactical networks are typically hierarchical and involve 
heterogeneous types of radio communications, see [153]. On the other hand, the velocity 
of a dismounted soldier stays at or below pedestrian speed of two meters per second and a 
squad typically executes operations around the area of 40 meters in radius, thereby improving 
the capabilities to communicate. The adoption of an Unmanned Vehicle (UV) offers aid for 
wireless ad hoc networks in the role of a communication node, as described in [129]. Ad hoc 
networks can create a UAV access net ensuring communication among mobile or stationary 
users, see [25]. These ad hoc networks support Blue Force Tracking, as described in [96].
In mobile settings (MANET) security issues remain crucial, as discussed in [118]. Certificate 
revocation methods used in the certification system for MANETs are discussed in [118]. 
Security issues surfaced also in the case of [147] in which a private key generator was created 
to increase the level of security among mobile users. To improve the performance of MANET, 
an automated design manager was introduced in [154], and a tool for network utility ma-
ximization was created in [18]. To boost the performance of MANET, COTS-technologies 
can be beneficial, as indicated in [29].
Expectations of developing new technologies increase in the field of improving the capability 
of WANs with virtual machines, see [57]. Similarly, expectations increase towards knowledge 
networks, which promise to become a useful tool in [18], along with cognitive tactical net-
works sporting cognitive network design tools of Combat Net Radio, as discussed in [153].
4.6 Free Space Optics (FSO)
The term Free Space Optics refers to a line-of-sight technology that exploits beams of light 
to provide optical bandwidth connections for communication purposes to transmit voice, 
video and data at bandwidths of 1,25 Gbps, see [93]. As indicated in [123], hybrid Free Space 
Optical/Radio Frequency (RF) networks are beneficial for NCW by offering an increase in 
bandwidth and the capability to transmit high resolution images acquired by tactical sensors. 
FSO offers a cost-effective wireless broadband backbone that can meet the requirements of 
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the coming city-wide wireless networks, as described in [101], in good weather conditions. 
FSO can be inexpensively used in range and orientation localization schemes, see [2]. When 
UAVs are equipped with FSO communication links, operations can be executed without the 
possibility to become sensed by means of electrical reconnaissance detection, as concluded 
in [30].
Since FSO serves as a tool for NCW, autonomous reconfiguration of FSO networks is requi-
red to receive improved performance, as described in [36], and it is feasible to reconfigure 
network topologies through a dynamic and intelligent rearrangement of fixed and mobile 
backbone nodes with high data rates. As discovered in [82], the design concept of a proposed 
broadband wireless access system based on advanced dense wavelength division multiplexing 
radio-on-FSO is capable of transmitting multiple Radio Frequency (RF) signals in good weat-
her conditions. The transmission of RF signals utilizing FSO links (radio-on-FSO) combines 
the advantages of high transmission capacity enabled by optical device technologies and the 
ease of deployment of wireless links. For example, a distance of 1,5 km can be covered when 
using a 256-element imaging receiver for FSO communications, with the optical density 
of -47db and a 30,4 db dynamic range at 500 kb/s with Manchester data coding, with the 
transmission power of 3 mW, as demonstrated in [88]. 
As for surveillance, target tracking and acquisition issues related to FSO networks, FSO 
technology can be combined with optical tags for identification and interrogation purposes, 
as indicated in [59]. Furthermore, a dynamic hybrid system sharing a common aperture is 
an interesting solution of FSO in Pointing, Acquisition and Tracking (PAT) applications, 
as described in [78]. Systems can benefit from utilizing the same components for tracking, 
acquisition, control signalling, neighbour discovery, and providing a backup communication 
channel.
Since FSO can provide a secure means for high-speed broadband connectivity, it represents a 
profitable means to transmit data from various sensors to the data analyzing system. In target 
recognition, Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) sensors together with Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) and neural network algorithm have turned out to be useful, as explained in 
[87]. There is an increase in target recognition based on seismic sensors and neural networks 
in sorting wheeled and tracked vehicles, as indicated in [92]. Laser doppler vibrometer com-
bined with a pan-tilt-zoom camera can be used in remote audio/video acquisition systems 
for human signature detection [121] and in distances less than 200 meters. 
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4.7 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles can be understood both as platforms for low-power, low-cost and 
widely distributed network nodes and as platforms for surveillance and localization sensors 
used in target tracking, see [39]. Unattended Ground Sensors (UGS) and Robotic Ground 
Vehicles (RGV) can be used to expand or fill in coverage areas and reduce energy costs in 
surveillance applications. 
When lacking wired infrastructure, unmanned systems have to be powered with a combi-
nation of different power sources (battery, solar power). In vision-based tracking pan-tilt 
gimballed cameras using COTS components can be used as well as calculation algorithms 
and advanced controlling systems for integrated control of a UAV and an onboard gimballed 
camera, see [39]. 
Along with the availability of both low-cost and highly capable COTS-based UAVs and 
Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) and communications equipment, it is reasonable to 
apply quick and inexpensive means for surveillance, tracking and location purposes, as dis-
cussed in [62]. 
Tracking involves the observing of persons or objects on the move and supplying a timely 
ordered sequence of respective location data to a model which is, for instance, able to serve 
in depicting the motion on a display.
UAVs of varying types and sizes can be used in aerial surveillance and ground target tracking, 
see [128]. To boost the performance of a single UAV, swarms of small UAVs can rely on 
airborne MANETs as indicated in [25]. Transmit antennas are significant in the process of 
operating UVs as indicated in [26]. When swarms of UAVs are used for navigation, localiza-
tion and target tracking, information synchronization plays an important role, see [122]. In 
co-operative target tracking based on a team of autonomous UAVs, specific flock guidance 
algorithms have been developed. In present battlespaces, miniature Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 
seem to become increasingly significant among surveillance applications, as shown in [116].
4.8 Robots 
Since human beings interact with robots, a common language for controlling robots and 
other agents is required. For this purpose [6] introduces an architecture of Everything is 
Alive Agent System. It is modular and scalable and an end-to-end-platform is used. The EiA 
agent system aims at a near-future world, where computing is pervasive and where people, 
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vehicles, equipment and data sources and applications are able to communicate with each 
other. Once communication and control systems are reliable, a robot can be utilized for 
various purposes with applications suitable for both military environments (ME) and crises 
management environments (CME). 
The term military environment (ME) comprises all the thinkable environments, in which 
military operations are to be executed on land, in the air, at sea, and in the electromagnetic 
spectrum. Examples of operations cover defensive operations, attack missions, operations in 
urban terrain and coastal operations. Less typical operations include rescue operations and 
search and destroy operations.
A crises management environment (CME) is an environment encountered in peace suppor-
ting operations and peace enforcing operations including society rebuilding efforts and other 
types of activities that are part of Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTHW). These 
operations typically include friendly forces, neutral forces and an adversary (red force). The 
entities involved can execute operations parallel to military operations. 
Service robots can be equipped with sensors capable of sensing vision, motion, heat and 
detecting intruders by means of face-recognition and navigation systems, as introduced in 
[99]. The same technology can be used in the environment of service robots when the robot 
has to recognise a given person to be served or helped, see [13]. For surveillance purposes, 
autonomous underwater vehicles can be utilized, as indicated in [61]. When the level of 
automation increases in mission planning processes and when the role of a human being 
mainly involves defining and supervising an operation, particular types of errors will cease 
from occurring. In crises relief operations, automated platforms can be beneficial, especially 
if the C2-systems support this capability.
The significance of developing cooperative autonomous robots has increased with the growing 
number and versatility of complex tasks too complicated to be executed by using a single 
robot. Jacoby [72] argues that Cooperative Autonomous Robotics for Military Application 
(CARMA) provide a solution and offer a network beneficial for this type of work. CARMA is 
used for determining how to create an efficient and robust model for distributed cooperative 
robots to enhance the capability of the overall C2-process of controlling robots. 
The capability of tracking and identifying of people is crucial in operations. In [13] a service 
robot using an improved histogram-based detection and multi-sensor data fusion was utilized 
in various operations with improved capability, and attached Radio Frequency Identification 
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(RFID) tags were relied on for the recognition, identification, location and tracking purposes 
of people, objects and materiel. 
Data fusion is used to analyze the data gathered from the battlespace. These data can be gat-
hered by means of various types of sensors, data-bases and different actuators. Data fusion 
can be utilized in improving the performance and accuracy of various types of detection, 
tracking and surveillance systems as described in [13].
The performance of neural controllers with algorithmic vision-based methods can be be-
neficial in navigation processes, as introduced in [22]. These described technologies can be 
applied in developing the robot soldier. The QinetiQ North America Company has launched 
a project named Special Weapons Observation Reconnaissance Detection Systems aiming at 
arming a Robot Soldier with a lightweight weapon system, as discussed in [152]. The key in 
this work is to succeed in defining and constructing reliable human robot interaction for the 
used systems and applications, as described in [11]. In ubiquitous computing environments 
both graphical user interfaces, see [67], and human robot interactions are essential, see [100]. 
4.9 Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
Service Oriented Architecture promises to enable utilizing and operating complicated sys-
tems. SOA enables organizations and entities to enhance interoperability and collaboration, 
see [144], and foster the reusing of components and interfaces. SOA can be used in service 
collaboration. With the correct framework SOA allows publishing services, in particular, in 
a service registry and exchanging data through the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), 
see [144]. SOA offers a flexible solution for systems integration, applications, protocols, data 
sources and processes to form a cohesive system that supports the execution of critical BPs, 
see [117]. SOA can be used as a collaboration tool in crises management and industrial envi-
ronments if the challenges of real-time SOA [117] are solved. In order to successfully execute 
BPs, Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) is required, as argued in [60]. In military 
systems the adoption of SOA principles can beneficially result in the overall improvement 
of system flexibility and maintenance. SOA provides the user with richer information sets 
via the ability of Web Services to reach out through the networks, see [74]. In the process of 
achieving greater interoperability, SOA can be used by utilizing service oriented migration 
and reuse technique, described in [90].
In NCW contexts SOA has been recognized to act as an enabler of services. SOA is an archi-
tecture style that encourages loose coupling between services to facilitate interoperability and 
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the reuse of existing resources as described in [108]. SOA is seen as a tool in enhances agility 
to handle the changing dynamic evolution needed in network enabled capability, see [94]. 
Network Enbled Capabilities comprise all the thinkable capabilities networks can offer. This 
means that decision entities and command and control elements as knowledgeable as possibe. 
Actors and decision making entities are thus optimally connected. Sensors and shooters are 
tightly connected with decision makers.
The concept of Network Enabled Capabilities can be viewed as an integration of assets to fulfil 
a mission objective in military settings, as discussed in [130]. Network Enabled Capabilities 
fosters SOA to create flexible forces, which are constantly ready and deployable, capable of 
dynamic changes and evolution to achieve realizable effects. To benefit from SOA in an opti-
mal way, organizations require a comprehensive and applicable SOA governance framework 
to implement the management and control mechanisms in the system, as argued in [70]. 
Lund et al. [97] argues that Shared SA is in a central role for network-enabled capabilities, 
as described in [97]. In NEC, SOA is most commonly realized through Web Services GUIs, 
as discussed in [67], using Extensible Markup Language (XML) formatted documents, see 
[97]. As evident, XML WS have been recently used to implement SOA enabling the building 
of BPs by dynamically calling services from the World Wide Web. 
SOA is an open concept and supports plug-and-play capabilities of heterogeneous software 
and hardware components, with the implementation of Web Services, which is probably the 
most popular implementation of SOA, as discussed in [156]. For this reason, SOA has been 
selected as the architectural solution for the C4I2SR systems for the Finnish Defence Forces 
[76]. SOA is seen as an enabler in crises management organizations for delivering data and 
services across political, organizational and cultural boundaries as well as addressing the 
issues of information sharing regardless of where required data is stored, as concluded in 
[49]. The global information grid is an essential vehicle in the execution of SOA and for the 
transformation of data. 
4.10 Training
As for training and simulations, warfighters obviously develop their skills by training in versa-
tile environments. As indicated in [106], in military experimentation, qualitative information 
supports quantitative data, providing perspective, expert opinion, and reference knowledge. 
Increasingly, the training of military operations in urban terrain has become significant. In 
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the process of developing a soldier system for the FFW, simulations can be utilized. As an 
example, a method to generate a dynamic virtual prototype has been created in [50] and an 
analysis was carried out to determine the effectiveness of FFW equipment and ensure the 
equipped FFW performance in a small combat unit. Furthermore, the overall performance 
in an environment other than MOUT was also studied, see [50]. Earlier studies explore 
soldier tactical mission system alternatives in combat, see [58]. Furthermore, the U.S. Army 
is currently in the process of determining the roles of a 2010-era FFW, as described in [150].
To ensure the adoption of a lightweight high-bandwidth conformal antenna system for ballis-
tic helmets, extensive studies were carried out with the assistance of an advanced technology 
demonstration, see [69]. To encompass the overall performance of an FFW in MOUT, an 
evaluation tool, systems decision process, was used to improve soldier lethality, survivability 
and combat effectiveness in close range. 
4.11 SUMMARY
A dismounted FFW has to execute a set of versatile taks in the battlespace. An FFW must be 
more than just a harness for energy-consuming electronic devices. The constant energy flow 
required remains a challenge. It is essential to optimize the gear of a dismounted FFW whose 
most important capability is related to optimized Situational Awareness increased by means 
of Command and Control and Battle Management Systems. Enhancing the performance of a 
dismounted FFW presupposes improving the level of situational awareness in order to support 
survivability and the capability to perform. A possible means to facilitate the performance of 
a dismounted FFW is offered by COTS -products. Although COTS -products can be seen as 
possible solutions, they often lack the features related to ruggedisation, variance in electronic 
spectrum, feature problems related to constant and stable power flow, demonstrate fault 
tolerance in a battlespace, and cannot instantly be repaired in a battlespace. A COTS-based 
product for a dismounted FFW’s purposes must be replaceable to foster warrior capability 
and the execution speed of operations in harsh environments. In short, COTS -products 
must be simple to use and ruggedized. 
The goal of this literature survey of existing FFW solutions was to identify missing sub-
systems. Consequently, there does not seem to exist research work focusing on the problems 
and proposed solutions outlined in Table 1. At least such studies were not found in the ex-
tensive literature review drawing on open sources, but similar solutions may exist in restricted 
collections of classified material, which remain unavailable.
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5. TOWARDS THE FUTURE  
 FORCE WARRIOR CONCEPT
The papers P1–P7 produced for this present study focus on COTS-based ideas on how to 
possibly improve the presently available FFW systems. This is done by introducing plausible 
ideas to improve SA and COP of a dismounted FFW, and reduce collateral damage and 
minimize instances of fratricide. The key capability of a dismounted FFW is linked to the 
ability to utilize the existing gear and resources. Mission planning and execution of military 
operations as processess can be seen as force multipliers in a military environment. 
Maximizing FFW systems’ performance requires accounting for the following six points.
First, the improved performance capabilities in mission execution of a dismounted FFW can 
be identified as the main objective. Technological ideas on how to benefit from WPSN, SOA 
and COTS -based products are discussed in papers P1–P7. The importance of the military 
Resource Manager (RM) and Scheduler is pointed out. Military operations can be boosted 
by executing them as usual Business Processes. 
Business Process is a chain of events in which each former process marks a starting point 
to the next process and this cycle evolves and moves on. Business Process represents a usual 
civilian process on how businesses are carried out. BP is modeled as a selection of services 
provided by Service Oriented Architecture. BPs are operated by an inbuilt process engine.
Adopting the BP approach in military settings can result in improved performance capability 
in allowing for the allocating available resources and capabilities to fully exploit the resources 
available. The optimal use of existing resources can be facilitated with the assistance of SOA, 
applying the BP approach, Scheduler, and COTS -based solutions to enhance the performance 
of a dismounted FFW system. Graphical user interfaces can be seen to be in a central role in 
developing dismounted FFW gear.
Second, interoperability requirements set for FFW systems can be fulfilled by using tested 
COTS-based devices, which are carefully embedded into warrior gear. Technical solutions 
utilizing the performance offered by well-orchestrated SOA and the adoption of the military 
Resource Manager and Scheduler can improve overall SA and COP of an FFW. In addition, 
the effects of fratricide and collateral damage can be reduced by improved level of SA and by 
means of improved capability to perform operations in a versatile battlespace.
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Third, the asymmetric and hybrid characteristics of future wars will dominate the future 
battlespace. The key in increasing troops’ performance is to minimize the time in observe-
orient-decide-act -loop and the performance in mission planning and execution systems of 
an operation. A dismounted FFW can be introduced in an NCW environment as a force 
multiplier. Since every warrior can be seen as a mobile node in NCW, it is essential to maxize 
the capability of an FFW to collect and forward data. In this manner the command posts 
can receive data collected from the bottom level, analyze these and merge by means of sensor 
fusion. This leads us to minimized transmission times from the sensor to the shooter. 
Fourth, FFWs’ versatile communication systems must be able to communicate with a variety 
of communication systems embedded into the implemented battle management systems. 
The communication systems have to be able to communicate with different types of battle 
management systems to maximize the performance of the FFW system. In addition, an 
FFW must be able to cooperate with unmanned aerial and ground vehicles and benefit from 
the data collected by these systems. The real-time data accrued can be instantly utilized in 
mission planning and execution.
Fifth, FFWs’ functionality aims at improved overall performance and situational awareness. 
To minimize incidents of fratricide and collateral damage, it is essential to benefit from the 
data produced by utilizing the systems of white force tracking and Combat Identification 
(CID). The end result can be measured with the analyzing process of the combat effectiveness 
of an FFW system.
Lastly, all these ideas have to be taken into consideration in warrior training, especially when 
tactics, techniques and procedures of an FFW are being trained. The use of versatile FFW 
devices has to be taught to a warrior. All the procedures related to mission execution have to 
be modeled, practised, analyzed and administered to ensure the capability to perform versatile 
military missions in a battlespace. 
5.1 Future Force Warrior as a system  
 platform for subsystems
The requirement for generating ideas for FFW planning is linked to a threat assessment 
process. The types of threats an FFW can encounter in a battlespace need to be recognized 
and introduced. Once the threats of an FFW can be identified and classified, FFW systems 
and subsystems can be planned. In conjunction with this process, the mission analysis of an 
FFW must be addressed. These two together, the threat assessment identification process and 
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mission analysis, define the type and level of each warrior and its subsystems. By a careful 
definition process of systems and subsystems and their functions the performance of an FFW 
can be improved. 
First of all, an FFW can be seen as a System of Systems. It is essential to generate ideas and 
model the functionality of each system and subsystem. Subsystems related to communication, 
energy, graphical user interfaces, weapon systems have to be planned in detail. Furthermore, 
systems of command and control benefitting from the input produced by SOA, the military 
RM, Scheduler and data provided by various sensors, such as WPSN-related ones and warrior-
born sensors, need to be considered in detail. The critical mass of a holistic FFW system 
plays an important role, as do the requirements set for the need of constant energy supplies.
Secondly, FFWs can be seen as platforms of various systems. It is necessary to combine systems 
in the form of systems and sub-systems. In communication systems, Peripheral Component 
Interconnect Express (PCIE) is serving as a connector between various data systems. PCIE 
is a computer bus for attaching hardware devices into a computer. Hardware can be recogni-
zed as devices embedded into the FFW systems, such as digital radio, weapon controls and 
various communication systems. When PCIE is embedded into FFW constallations, it has 
to be ruggedized, which increases the components’ weight to a great extent [47].
Thirdly, FFWs represent a solution of selected systems and subsystems embedded into a 
warrior’s battle dress uniform. The selected gear can be utilized to solve the challenges of a 
dismounted infantry soldier performing operations in the future battlespace. This task re-
mains a challenge and militaries keep struggling with equipping their warriors with optimal 
gear. The key characteristics of an FFW are the communication systems and the means to 
transmit and receive data in a hostile military environment. The electromagnetic spectrum 
in a battlespace is unstable and latency times as well as signal strengths and the mobility of a 
transmitter and transreceiver vary depending on the operation. Capability to communicate 
is the key for sustained performance.
The purpose of generating ideas concerning FFWs is to ease warfighters’ tasks and facilitate 
optimal utilizing of the existing gear available. Both COTS- and Government Off-The-Shelf 
(GOTS) -products can be exploited, although Military Off-The-Shelf (MOTS) -products 
represent the most tailored solutions produced to satisfy the needs of a military end-user only.
Planned for commercial and recreational use, COTS -products tend to be light weight and 
produced of inexpensive materials, which makes them affordable and dispensable. In FFW 
-programs, the emphasis is on the size, weight, and power of the system. Fielding systems on 
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vehicle platforms ensures saving enough space and energy, because a warrior is not carrying 
these mounted items. When these items are to be integrated in dismounted warrior platforms 
with limited space and energy supplies, complaints begin to be filed since implementing heavy 
equipment on a human body comes at a price
This study views a dismounted FFW as a product-line warrior. The categorizing aligns the 
warriors’ equipment and their capabilities with their duties in a given military organization 
allowing for cost-effective and optimal utilization of own troops and their respective capabi-
lities. By using COTS -products, a warriors’ electronic skeleton can be created and structured 
as a system platform for subsystems, as outlined in Figure 4.
A system platform for subsystems, the FFW -concept is tailored to fulfill the requirements 
set for a dismounted warrior. Battlespace corresponds to the environment in which military 
operations are executed. Battlespaces can be located on ground, be airborne, in urban terri-
tories, jungles, forests, mountains, at seashore, in deserts, or in the electromagnetic spectrum. 
A system platform as a warriors’ electronic skeleton is planned to meet the set requirements 
of an FFW. 
Figure 4. Warriors’ electronic skeleton as a system platform for subsystems.
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Militaries continue to face transformations in order to meet the requirements set by the 21st 
century and beyond. For instance in [19], tools of augmented reality have been used to insert 
virtual entities into the real world, attempting to create a low cost, repeatable, and effective 
substitute for fully-manned live training, especially in urban training. A variety of advanced 
weapon systems and intelligent ammunition have also been developed, as well as drones of 
various types. To boost the performance in C4I2SR, specialized communication devices have 
been designed. Various types of future combat systems programmes have been ongoing for 
over a decade, see [20]. The aim of these programmes has been to develop network-centric 
concepts for a multi-mission combat system capable of rapid and decisive deployments. The 
objectives of these programs target enhancing SA, survivability, and lethality within a force 
that is available across the full spectrum of operations.
The objective of these various future combat system programmes is to allow army comman-
ders an exponential increase in combat capabilities to the joint force, as discussed in [150]. 
The role of the networks is to empower soldiers and leaders with information and decision 
superiority and improve overall combat performance. The role of enhanced C4I2SR is planned 
to maintain the overall network-centric capability for the operations executed by an FFW.
A practical problem arises with the vast amount of data collected via versatile sensors and 
tracking systems. Besides, different levels of warriors need different types of data. Although the 
collected data are vital, warriors’ main function remains to fight instead of checking various 
monitors. Furthermore, there will always be disturbances in the electromagnetic spectrum, 
and the QoS and transmitting power together with the limited bandwidth set limitations to 
the ubiquitous communication systems. As Figure 5 indicates, the possibilities of battlespace 
communication are versatile. Almost all the sensors utilized are linked together to collect data 
for blue force tracking and combat identification and to improve SA.
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The problems related to data distribution are linked to the present existence of various 
devices and system interfaces. Battle management language serves as a common language 
enabler between gadgets and interfaces, as is evident in the case of nearly ubiquitous swarms 
of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles.
Since terrestrial systems alone do not enable the dominance of the full battlespace spectrum, 
militaries view space as a vertical extension of a battlespace. Capabilities relating to battles-
pace can be identified as another set of key force multipliers in ensuring success in military 
operations. An FFW has to be able to be connected to all existing systems in order to use the 
armament of a higher echelon and maintain constant SA. Moreover, the task of an FFW is to 
collect new data input for higher echelons to be utilized for a timely and accurate updating 
of the COP. The communication requirements of an FFW are depicted in Figure 6.
Figure 5. The types of possible communication 
platforms serving as sensors and network nodes.
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5.2 Challenges in Military Operations
Defining the constituents of the dismounted Future Force Warrior –concept presupposes 
identifying the challenges in military operations. This allows for idealizing and planning an 
FFW system in detail. The result of successful idealizing and planning is a starting point 
for the creating process towards a functional SoS. In military operations everything is done 
to minimize casualties and prevent fratricide, as described in [134]. Obeying the Rules of 
Engagement (ROE) is essential as well. The ability to identify a warrior in the battlespace 
early enough is also crucial. For successful identification, as outlined in [155], both an inter-
rogation unit and a responder unit are necessary. This requires an optimal distance between 
the warriors and a functional identification system. In case the identification system does not 
reply, a human being makes the decision of employing deadly force. This decision is based on 
the tactics, techniques, procedures, and the visual signature of the uniform, weapon and gear.
An example of a practical challenge in a military environment is that a location device gets 
stolen or misused by a third party. This is, an insurgent may try to pass as and function as a 
Figure 6. The Future Force Warrior requirements for constant communication.
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member of the white force. P1 proposes a solution to this challenge. The tracking devices can 
be pre-coded and tied in pairs in advance before entering a battlespace to prevent the stealing 
of the tracking device. If paired devices are torn apart, they become dysfunctional. After the 
separation process, the devices must be repaired and re-coded by the operator.
When examining the targeting process and the role of ROE, tactics, techniques, procedures, 
in other words, whether or not to open fire, the Detect, Identify, Decide, Engage, and Assess 
(DIDEA) –approach becomes relevant. The DIDEA -process provides an iterative, standardi-
zed and systematic approach supporting targeting and decision making, being generic enough 
to be used as a systematic process for C2-node targeting and decision making. Separate actions 
in the DIDEA-process are as follows, see [115]:
Detect: The process of acquiring and locating an object in the battlespace by analyzing the 
phenomena in the electromagnetic spectrum.
Identify: The process of classifying an object into the category of blue, white (neutral) or 
enemy. This represents a primary step where specified combat identification tasks are ac-
complished. 
Decide: The decision making process that follows the detection and identification phases. 
This is the most generic step in the process and the step in which a specific ROE application 
occurs. In the decision making phase, the executive officer / warrior has to decide and define 
what type of weaponry is appropriate for the mission. In case opting for the use of deadly 
force, the following questions need to be addressed: 1. Can I engage (ROE application)? 2. 
If there are several targets, what is the order to engage the selected targets? 3. Which one is 
the most appropriate weapon system?
Engage: The execution of the selected weapons in a selected order starting from the most 
danger- ous target moving on according to the planned sequence.
Assess: Monitoring the gained effects with the use of destruction power. Employing the 
force of various weapon systems available is repeatedly executed until the required level of 
destruction is achieved. The DIDEA-process in a simplified form is depicted in Figure 7.
Figure 7. The simplified DIDEA process [115].
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The processes related to the collecting of data are vital. Parts of the existing WPSN -systems 
can be used to collect the required data. When the critical data have been collected, these 
data have to be transmitted and quickly analyzed to be used for evaluating different courses 
of action. Mission success depends on accurate mission analysis and a timely evaluation pro-
cess of the collected data. Improved SA results in optimized time for mission execution and 
simultaneous minimizing of casualties. This can increase efficiency and lead to minimum 
recovery times. When combining increased situational awareness with appropriate courses 
of actions, the overall own troop efficiency can be optimized.
When commanders have access to updated reconnaissance data for mission execution, they 
are able to analyze different courses of actions. This can be done with the assistance of SOA, 
the military Resource Manager and Scheduler. Commanders are also able to calculate the pros 
and cons to evaluate the best possible method to operate in any scenario prevailing. Business 
Process-like thinking can be used in order to possibly optimize the resources available. Once 
the miltary decision making process has been completed, the most effective means of execution 
can be implemented to help maximizing the performance of own troops. 
As for shared SA, it is crucial to be able to distribute the collected data rapidly and accurately. 
This can foster operational success in military operations. This is relevant especially in joint 
operations, in which the effective distribution of courses of actions and shared SA are crucial. 
5.3 Future Force Warrior Product-line Warriors
The performance requirements set for an FFW can be optimized when we deal with FFWs 
as product-line warriors, since an FFW has to be able to execute versatile types of operations 
in a battlespace. The types of military missons may vary a lot in variety and tempo. To meet 
these varying demands set for a dismounted warrior, a selection of warriors capable of execu-
ting versatile missions needs to be available. When the tasks of designated levels of warriors 
and warrior levels can be defined, the optimizing of resources can be easier for commanders 
in a battlespace.
An FFW can be viewed both as a combination of selected gear and also as a combination of 
pre-programmed capabilities. These capabilities can be gained by integrating WPSN, SOA, 
the military Resource Manager and Scheduler in the warrior systems. Each warrior system 
benefits from the performance requirements being specified according to the warrior level. In 
addition, graphical user interfaces have to be designed for each warrior level. Comprehending 
communication systems have to be tailored depending on the performance requirements to 
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produce optimized results related to SA at each individual warrior level and COP at the level 
of military commanders.
FFWs can be categorized as product-line warriors and this categorizing should be preceded 
by a threat assessment-process as noted earlier. The nature of each type of threat must be 
precisely modelled, and after this the evaluated threat scenarios need to be associated with 
necessary response methods. This fosters producing tailored product-line warriors who can be 
effective in overcoming and defeating varying types of threats in an ever altering battlespace.
Each produced FFW has to represent a product-line warrior of a designated type. Adopting 
this approach may be advantageous. So far several militaries have purchased ready-made, 
tailored sets of systems and embedded them more or less randomly into the warrior gear. 
This acquisition and procurement method of adding new elements into existing systems does 
not result in a cost-effective means to upgrade warriors’ performance because military gear 
always features impressive price tags. In contrast, product-line warriors feature inexpensive 
COTS-based gear and have capabilities which vary depending on the given warrior level’s 
tasks and requirements. 
Product-line warriors need to represent responses for typical threats in relation to their as-
signed levels. All the thinkable operations have to be executable at the given warrior-levels. 
The product-line warriors have to be able to perform in all typical military operations. In 
addition, human relief operations, such as peace supporting operations and crises manage-
ment operations must be executable by FFWs. The nature of tasks varies depending on the 
environment and missions. In the future, cyber-warriors may become applicable as well, but 
they remain outside the scope of this study.
The product-line warriors have been defined to feature three warrior-levels with respective 
threat-assessment- and task-based equipment and capability requirements. The FFW as a 
systems platform draws on warriors’ training levels and thus on their C4I2SR-level, as desc-
ribed in [150].
As for the proposed three-level product-line warriors, the Basic Warriors are capable of basic 
defensive and offensive operations. The Readiness Brigade Warriors are capable of more 
demanding tasks, such as attack, riot-control, and counter-attacks including maneuvers 
performed in challenging terrain and against highly mobile and armored adversary troops. 
These troops comprise the best type of reservists below the age of 30. The Special Warriors are 
capable of the most demanding tasks, such as attack, reconnaissance, MOUT and different 
types of assault operations in demanding territory and in an extremely hostile environment. 
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The troops comprising Special Warriors are capable of all demanding operations performed in 
all types of operations and in all types of terrain. Special Warriors are specialized in counter-
terrorist and counter-insurgency operations as well. These troops consist of professional 
military personnel since the reservists of conscript-based military forces lack the training to 
perform in missions of this type.
Figures 8 and 9 illustrate examples of the dismounted FFW-systems from the perspective of 
selected warrior gear at the Special Warrior level.
Figure 8. An example of a dismounted FFW with selected gear at the Special Warrior level. 
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The three-level product-line warriors utilize various means to forward and receive target data 
by means of palm tops, wrist panels or smart phones, as depicted in Figure 10. At the level of 
Special Warriors advanced technology can be used to ensure reliable communication means. 
Figure 9. An example of a fully integrated Warrior for location 
purposes outdoors, indoors and in Military Operations in Urban 
Terrain for contemporary warfare at the Special Warrior level.
Figure 10. Target data on a screen of a cellular telephone.
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At each warrior level it is critical to define the masses of appropriate battle gear selected. As 
indicated in U.S. Army Field Manual 21-18, the carrying load of an individual soldier should 
not exceed 48 pounds [52]. When the amount of this mass is exceeded, the performance of 
a warrior decreases dramatically. The present massess of warrior gear worldwide is from 35 
to 36 kilograms.
5.4 Summary
To summarize, the enhancement of FFWs’ performance can be viewed to be the most impor-
tant element in the concept creation process of a dismounted FFW. Technical ideas drawing on 
WPSN, SOA and military processes as business processes are utilized. COTS-technology can 
be seen as an alternative platform for military solutions. FFW platforms have to be carefully 
designed to support the creation process of product-line warriors. Sustained communication 
capabilities can be seen as a key component in military operations. Communication systems 
have to be embedded in military systems from the very beginning of a System of Systems 
creation process. The total mass of warrior systems has to be kept minimal to ensure sustained 
energy supply until the mission end. Overall situational awareness has to be supported by 
rules of engagement and DIDEA-process in targeting. Supporting the functional C2-chain 
at all warrior levels is vital in the creation process of the dismounted FFW concept. Battle 
management systems must support situational awareness systems as part of a functional SoS 
to increase the capability of an FFW in versatile operations executed in an altering battlespace.
An FFW can be seen as SoS. In military environments, it tends to be the norm that some 
device malfunctions, gets stolen or starts malfunctioning. Systems created for FFWs’ have to 
be modular and easily replaceable to allow replacing the broken item at short time intervals. 
Sub-systems and devices have to comprise a self-check system which indicates that a particular 
system is functional. When a system or sub-system is indicated as damaged or dysfunctional, 
it has to be easily replaced by a new similar device. COTS-products can be seen as an answer 
to this challenge. If a broken or damaged system is irreplaceable, the system becomes dead-
weight to a warrior who will discard/reject it automatically.
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6. Business Process
Because of the central role of the business process in SOA, the main elements related to busi-
ness processes (BP) are described in this and the following chapter. In a military environment, 
an example of utilizing a BP approach embedded to SOA is a military operation consisting 
of sequenced phases, for instance, an operation labeled as a dismounted company attack, as 
illustrated in Figure 11.
The variety of services used when viewing a company attack as a BP may include, for instan-
ce, reconnaissance, fire support, evacuation, and resupply. These services may be exploited 
simultaneously by several units or only one unit at a time in a given operational context. This 
requires efficient orchestration of services to maintain service control. SOA can be seen as an 
enabler in the process of executing military operations as BPs. 
A planned dismounted attack usually starts from the assembly area, continues to the dismount 
line through the line of departure, then advances to engagement, results in close combat and 
ends when the set objective is reached. The SOA BP approach can increase the probability of 
success of an attack by empowering the human-based decision making process by means of 
computers. This can enable the optimal use of resources, and thereby may improve overall 
performance of operations.
The offered services during an advancing dismounted attack are listed in Table 2. Most of 
these services can be pre-programmed to concern the wanted product-line FFW level. The 
company commander utilizes various services (fire support orders, location services, medi-
cal care, resupply, evacuation, geographical information system -map-service, Blue Force 
Tracking) while executing the commanded attack from the assembly area to the objective. 
Table 2 illustrates possible services available for a dismounted company attack.                                                   
Figure 11. Dismounted company attack as a Business Process.
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Fulfilling a requested service requires that the requested service is available and within ran-
ge. When dealing with Fire Support Orders (FSO), the range limitations of artillery units 
are critical. As depicted in Table 3, when a howitzer unit executes a commanded task, the 
requested FSO remains unavailable because the FSO is already reserved and out of range.
6.1 The Business Process and the Resource Manager
The orchestration of BPs in military settings requires a tool, the military Resource Manager. 
The tool sorts and lines the requested services. Militaries implement the framework of network 
centric warfare with a continuing need to automate the C2-tools utilized in military. The tem-
po of operations must be taken into consideration. The collected data need to be processed, 
analyzed, verified, transmitted, and finally stored. SOA can be identified as a technology that 
can satisfy these needs of network centric operations. The starting point in the BP approach 
to SOA is that the main business operations of the organization are described by SOA BPs. 
The BPs are chains of logic that request SOA services. In military settings the BPs represent 
military operations as depicted in Figure 12.
Table 2. List of pre-programmed and additional services in a dismounted company attack.
Unit name position ammunition max. range reserved range
Mortar Company
GPS-coordinates ammunition left
8,0 km 0 OK
Howitzer Unit 15.0 km 1 NO
Artillery Unit 1 30 km 0 NO
Artillery Unit 2 30 km 0 OK
Table 3. An example of limitations related to the requested service.
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SOA-technology assists performing the processes of military operations. Business processes are 
executed on a specific business process platform. Services and platforms, such as geographical 
information-services, weapons platforms, and battle management systems, are linked to the 
Business Process Platform to produce the best results to the ongoing processes. When an 
FFW can benefit from the possibilities offered by a successful adoption of BP and SOA, the 
result may be improved overall performance in military operations. 
Figure 13 describes how the Business Process approach can improve the performance of an 
FFW. Several battlefield sensors gather data from a battlespace. The collected data are then 
automatically transmitted to be analyzed in a command post. Various battlefield sensors 
transmit data to the context-aware reasoning layer. In this layer data are converted to context, 
and inference engine transmits the data to the ubiquitous main layer for analyzing purposes. 
The data are verified and analyzed and transmitted for execution of the operation.
Figure 12. Business Process Platform as a service enabler.
Figure 13. Increased FFW Performance can be gained via successful BP.
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Many of the needed services require real-time resources. These services include, for example, 
collecting SA data and issuing fire support orders. Thus the services and their use must be 
scheduled and sequenced to sustain the processes. In military SOA architecture, a new ele-
ment, the military RM, is required to sort out and line up simultaneous requests concerning 
the requested service. The military RM serves as an element which provides the needed 
services for User Groups (UGs). Services can be either pre-programmed on demand or be 
available on demand. The military RM is located at the battalion level. A user sends a request 
for the demanded service. The UGs are then authenticated, and their privileges are verified, 
and then the request is transmitted to the military RM. The key functions of the military 
Resource Manager are: 1) to receive the request of a required service, 2) to organize the line 
of user groups in the correct order depending on the UGs’ privileges and battle-situation, 
3) to check whether the service is available and within range, 4) to provide the User Groups 
with the answer, which is either the requested service or a rejection of the service. Figure 14 
illustrates the process.
The military RM functions as a fully automated chain of functions in particular processes. 
The key function of the person in the loop is to monitor the processes and to interfere in the 
process flow if an unpredicted anomaly occurs in the process. As the battalion-level military 
RM is a critical resource, it must be physically protected against enemy actions.
The role of the military RM is central in the allocating of resources in the BP process. The 
military RM communicates with four intermodules. The military RM graphical user interface 
provides the core interface between all the presented modules and the Local Area Network 
(LAN), as shown in Figure 15. The LAN is utilized as a battlefield network or a community 
network as it can be used on wide area networks. The sharing of networking environment 
and its resources remains challenging. Similarly, searching for information and asking for 
Figure 14. The main idea of the BP approach to SOA.
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resources continue to be challenging when lacking proper search mechanisms. Each module 
has pre-defined and precise functions. The file and resources sharing module communicates 
with the military RM GUI in conjunction with the sharing and the download module. The 
file and resource transfer and download module supports and enables the transfer or download 
of the searched file or resource from the other node connected to the network. The shared 
files and resources are listed on the military RM GUI, where the listed and downloaded files 
can be examined. It is obvious that the same services are requested simultaneously. Therefore, 
the composition of the military RM needs to be stable and reliable. Figure 15 illustrates the 
composition and function of the military RM.
The example below in Figure 16 depicts the processing of Fire Support Order (FSO) requests 
inside the military RM as an informal Specification and Description Language (SDL) diagram. 
This action performed by the military RM is essential to proceed in the process of offering 
requested service/s.
Figure 15. The composition and function of the military RM.
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Each request has a time-stamp with its own identification and the request also contains route 
data and is traceable whenever tracking data are required. Each request is categorized accor-
ding to an urgency class and its execution process is monitored and evaluated continuously. 
Once the request has been executed, it will be filed as a completed task in the shared database. 
The tracking data of the completed request can be retrieved for analysis at any time by the 
system operator.
Figure 16. The processing of Fire Support Order requests 
in the military RM in an informal SDL diagram.
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To account for operational security, there are protocols to identify the credentials of the re-
quester entity by applying a security, authentication and agreement tool, which is embedded 
in the military RM. Before any tasks are given to be executed or resources are allocated for 
use, the task or resource request goes via the described system, as presented in Figure 17. An 
incoming task passes through a preliminary phase, in which it is checked and identified. Once 
the task has been verified and approved and transmitted from a trusted and secure cooperation 
entity, it will be subject to a series of approval and authorization policies. 
The described process ends in a phase in which a common language and tools are selected 
and then it is forwarded inside the military RM. The overall description of the whole concept 
consists of three major parts and functions: 1) SA comprehending the existing solutions and 
tools, 2) C2-tools, and 3) the information repository. These three together enable the C2 
process and saving of log-data for further analyses. These functions presuppose the military 
RM and Scheduler to share and distribute the tasks and resources. The result of the process 
is an outgoing task, as described in Figure 17.
To provide for the requested service, the military RM requires one more component. This 
critical component for the approach of SOA which relies on the utilization of the RM is 
called the Scheduler, see P6. The role of the Scheduler is to coordinate processes to maximize 
the performance of resources and to reduce fratricide and collateral damage. The Scheduler 
enables executing various operations simultaneously but still under strict C2. The issue of 
simultaneous operations is solved by the element called the Battlefield Secure Scheduler. This 
Figure 17. Security, authentication and agreement system.
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component uses two different methods of sharing calendar, the Pre-Shared Scheduler (PSS) 
and Dynamic Schedule Update (DSU). The Scheduler functions together with the military 
RM and utilizes Military Service Oriented Architecture as a process. These elements are 
featured in Figure 18, which outlines the process of an incoming command/task becoming 
an outgoing command/task.
6.2 Benefits and drawbacks of this solution
The delicate system introduced can malfunction for various reasons. Some of the identified 
reasons are related to sustaining an adequate level and quality of energy flow to the system. 
Challenges related to energy sustainability have to be solved to enable the functioning of 
different processes. The orchestration of the system can also fail because of an intentional 
enemy action (jamming, a virus, a worm). The system needs to be equipped with an analyzing 
program, which indicates when the system functions properly. If the system malfunctions 
and retrieving the capabilities becomes impossible, the system becomes useless for an FFW. 
This asks for an easily replaceable and fault-tolerant system with inbuilt check-in routines. 
Othervise, old-fashioned methods in orchestrating services need to be adopted.
By adopting SOA and embedding business processes into the existing C2-system, the overall 
performance of military operations can be improved. With the assistance of an earlier mis-
sing element, the military RM, limited military resources can be allocated more efficiently to 
the users requiring for services. When the new invented tool, the Scheduler is implemented 
together with the military RM into the BPs, the performance of the system can be increased. 
The allocated resources available can be used optimally. This means shorter execution times, 
and a higher amount of data for improved decision making. 
Offering a service of ubiquitous computing to battlespace commanders increases the possibi-
lity of utilizing the available resources. This fosters a rapid decision making process, especially 
Figure 18. The elements inside the Scheduler and the permeable C2-process.
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when SOA can be embedded in the decision making systems. As described in [49], SOA must 
deliver a solution that crosses existing boundaries as well as addresses the issues of information 
sharing regardless of where that information is stored. A BP-like orchestration of systems and 
services can improve the overall performance of military operations executed. This can also 
mean reduction in time required to allocate resources. The improved level of SA may reduce 
the instances of fratricide and minimize collateral damage.
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7. Battle Management System (BMS)
The battle management system is an overall system which interconnects all the warriors in a 
C2-environment. In the produced papers (P1 to P7), BMS can be understood as the overall 
network structure with which each described system is communicating and interfacing. BMS 
is a system used to combine all the sensors, entities and devices into a higher echelon. BMS 
enables processes of C2 to be executed in a battlespace. 
BMS provides tactical C4I2SR from battle group headquarters down to the level of dismounted 
warriors. Typically, the system comprises a component-based suite of applications. Figure 19 
displays the networks connecting the battle management systems among different users. A 
BMS consists of different types of sensors, users, interfaces, and connectors.
A BMS is used in military operations to fulfill a given commander’s intent. At the level of 
an FFW, the individual elements of BMS consist of vehicular mounted and man-portable 
units, connected to the higher echelons by means of existing Combat Net Radio -systems. 
The BMS has been embedded in the C2-systems to provide the overall capability to execute 
the tasks with maximum efficiency. Figure 20 depicts this system utilized in a battlespace.
Figure 19. Composition of networks of Battle Management Systems.
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As for the composition of the BMS and its interfaces, a soldier-level system comprises diffe-
rent devices and subsystems embedded in warrior gear. Warrior gear features a system of its 
own, in which devices are connected together to enhance each warrior’s SA. The soldier-born 
systems are typically portable and ruggedized.
An FFW’s squad is connected to a battle vehicle of a designated type, for example, an armored 
personnel carrier, a lorry, or a truck. This vehicle functions as a hub and mother-station to 
the squad. The squad uses the vehicle as a mobile weapon station and communication center 
and a link or a relay-station. This vehicle transmits the collected data to the headquarters for 
analyzing purposes. The vehicle forwards the commands to the squad via existing network-
systems. Figure 21 indicates different interfaces between individual dismounted warrior 
systems, mobile battle management systems, and fixed systems of command posts.
Figure 20. A general overview of Battle Management System Networks.
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A BMS can be embedded in the gear of an individual soldier, or as part of a C2-system of a 
combat vehicle. When embedded in armored fighting vehicles, or infantry combat suits, BMS 
become the basic level of the tactical C4I2SR-network. BMS commonly relies on information 
collectively gathered by the unit’s elements. Specific targets are marked on the BMS displays, 
providing clear and specific SA to each combat team, allocating tasks and coordinating fire 
and maneuver over a large area, without the need for visual coordination. In Figure 22 BMS 
is depicted as a warrior-mounted system.
Figure 21. Different interfaces between dismounted soldier-systems, 
battle management systems, and command posts.
Figure 22. An overall description of a BMS at a dismounted FFW level.
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BMS relies on a comprehensive language between the machines and interfaces used, Batt-
lefield Management Language. The objective of BML is to act as an enabler to describe a 
commander’s intent to be understood by both live forces and automated systems for simu-
lated and real world operations see [126]. As described in [126], BML can be used for the 
interaction between C2 systems and simulation systems. The resulting language is intended to 
be applicable in simulation systems and also in operational C2-systems and robotic systems. 
Figure 23 indicates the communication systems between soldier systems and smartphones.
Over a number of years, considerable efforts have been made to develop mechanisms to 
provide interoperability between C2-systems and simulations. Initially, these efforts were 
predominantly driven by the need to reduce the costs associated with inputting data into 
simulations that supported C2 training. The development of digitized C2 systems and the op-
portunity to utilize modeling and simulation tools for courses of action and mission rehearsal 
and work on robotic forces have meant that there is an increased demand for interoperability 
across training systems.
A BMS can contain different types of displays capable of exporting battlefield geometry 
overlays, digital and scanned maps and route navigation. A BMS may also contain a fire 
support system including fire support from a single gun up to artillery unit resources, such 
as an artillery regiment.
Figure 23. Communication system between smart telephones and soldier systems.
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A BMS represents an overall system which interconnects all the warriors in a C2-cycle. Since 
BMS is connected to various entities, the functioning becomes sensitive to failures and may 
malfunction. The energy flow has to be constant to enable the functionality of the systems as is 
the case with the challenges concerning connectivity. If a system malfunctions, old-fashioned 
manual tools (maps, telephones, radios) and other systems based on voice-commands need 
to be taken into active use to replace the lost functionality of the described BMS.
When everything functions as planned, a BMS can be viewed as a system used to combine 
all the sensors, entities and devices into a higher echelon. A BMS enables the processes of C2 
to be executed in a battlespace. BML can be used in the interaction between C2 systems and 
in tools for course of action planning and analysis. When BPs are embedded together with 
the assistance of an appropriate Scheduler, a graphic user interface of an FFW may appear 
in the form depicted in Figure 24.
Figure 24. A Graphic User Interface of an FFW.
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8. Description of papers produced
The following describes the peer-reviewed papers produced P1–P7.
8.1 (P1) White Force Tracking 
 (Journal of Comm. and Computer)
This paper discusses the means and possibilities to locate impartial entities in a battlespace to 
reduce collateral damage by utilizing existing COTS-based technology. The paper introduces 
the term White Force Tracking and links it to the same environment together with Blue Force 
Tracking. A similar BFT-system has been introduced in [96]. WFT is understood to cover 
the members of non-governmental organizations, representing both impartial and neutral 
entities in warfare and conflict contexts. Issues such as whether or not neutral forces want to 
be tracked fall outside of the scope of this study.
Asymmetric warfare sets more challenges compared to traditional warfare. This paper also 
introduces the challenges related to identifying the Point of Interest (POI) in a battlespace. It 
is essential to define the POI early enough as an enemy (red), own (blue), or neutral, White 
Force. Before the execution of weapon systems, the commanding officer and single warfighter 
has to be in control of the given situation to reduce incidents of fratricide. In case the POI is 
identified as an enemy, the decision to use force has to be made rapidly to neutralize the enemy.
Particularly in peace supporting operations, peace forcing operations, and in military ope-
rations other than war, the situation setting varies from riot control to pre-war situations in 
an unpredicted pace. Once the use of soldier tactical mission systems increase, Blue Force 
casualties become rare and Red Force casualties occur more quickly with the increase of the 
technological capabilities of the squad equipped with tactical mission systems, as shown in 
[58]. This study introduces a few technical principles and methods available for locating 
different types of White Force entities while there is a full-blown armed conflict taking place 
in the vicinity. Relevant papers produced earlier concentrate on the significance of SA gained 
via using a tracking system, see [96], and highlight the importance of combat identificati-
on by introducing means for solving the problematic challenges in a battlespace, as widely 
discussed in [155].
Traditional positioning and location services can be reached via Global Positioning System 
(GPS)-locators, as described in [111], and mobile phones. An example of an exceptional 
COTS-based tracking service utilized by Finnish hunters for the past two decades is the 
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Tracker, an application that uses sms-messages and resorts to location satellite services. Sys-
tems are reliable and used in domestic company attack exercises with success. Tracker-systems 
weigh only a few hundred grams including the batteries. 
The described Tracker-system is a versatile tool for training purposes and especially after action 
reports. The significance of after action reports are pointed out in [86]. Figure 25 describes 
the picture capturation of a computer screen display while a company attack exercise was 
carried out. 
One of the solutions used for measuring the location is the integrated navigation system con-
sisting of GPS and Dead Recon Module (DRM) developed in the Force XXI Land Warrior 
(FXXI LW) program, discussed in [102]. Furthermore, Land Warrior program discussed in 
[112] pointed out the significance of navigation and wearable computers. The request of 
navigation skills in urban territory is identified, see [149], which represents an integrated 
navigation system for the dismounted soldier. The DRM operates from 2 to 5 volts and 
consumes power for approximately 0.5 watts, see [102]. Today the DRM weighs the 39 
grams and the module is to be attached on top of a soldier’s shoe. Once the DRM has been 
calibrated and is supported by a grid filter, the location accuracy is around 2,36 % in uniform 
terrain but in woodlands location accuracy is nearly doubled (4,9 %), as discussed in [102]. 
As described in [102], the required horizontal accuracy is 2 percent in a distance traveled in 
Figure 25. Location data of different war-gaming parties 
(Blue and Red Force) presented on a laptop screen (S1-5; K1-K5).
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benign conditions and within 5 percent in a distance traveled through rough terrain (more 
difficult to maintain consistent stride).
As indicated by the cases discussed, an impartial White Force can be located and thereby 
instances of fratricide and impartial casualties may be minimized together with improving 
the efficiency of the friendly troops to facilitate success in a battlespace. P1 indicates that 
some of the existing location methods can be utilized to improve the possibilities to track 
an impartial entity in a battlespace. Already existing COTS-based location solutions are 
functional and fairly reliable.
As for the data transmission, the collected data have to be forwarded to the location services 
centre, which is often based in the same premises as the headquarters. Warriors transmit raw 
location data and receive purified and refined location information, including the precise 
location of the White Force. This represents an essential means to collect and share the 
gained data. The purpose for this is threefold: gaining precise SA data, reducing instances of 
fratricide, and minimizing collateral damage. As indicated in [151], the role of a personal 
communication device must not be underestimated.
To collect data on the ground, radio frequency identification-tags can be used. The methods 
in combat identification can be either active or passive. Unmanned vehicles and robots can 
be exploited in gathering data with these devices. One of the solutions utilized can be wireless 
sensor networks. Coded cellular telephones may be used as identification means. One of the 
oldest systems available is radio frequency -based identification. The identification device 
consists of a transmitter and the receiver elements, the former based on laser, the latter on a 
radio frequency system. Warriors can be equipped with the described personnel identification 
system. The principle is illustrated in Figure 26. 
Figure 26. The identification process of a dismounted 
warrior based on RF interrogation, see P1.
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Understandably, the utilization of the existing technology has to be re-evaluated and tho-
roughly selected solutions have to be exploited at least to some extent to reduce unnecessary 
destruction in a battlespace. There are three possible location solutions which are based on 
hybrid solutions: 1) the identification-vest and a wrist-module and an active identification-
tag, 2) the RF-identification and a cellular telephone, and 3) the dead recon module and a 
tracker system. By selecting two different devices from each of these alternatives, it can be 
ensured that at least one of the chosen devices remains functional at a given point in time. 
This approach facilitates the location of White Force representatives and can reduce the pos-
sibility of fratricide and impartial casualties. Table 4 gives an example of possible location 
devices based on existing COTS-products. 
Although location devices are indispensable in location services, it must be pointed out that 
a reliable network system remains crucial. Ad hoc networks evolve and unmanned devices 
loaded with sensors fill the data gaps in a battlespace while real time requirements are to be 
met together with QoS. White Force representatives have to be equipped with a trustworthy 
location device to reduce instances of fratricide and minimize collateral damage by resorting 
to a reliable network system.
Table 4. Different types of location devices suitable for military 
environments and crises management environments.
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8.2 (P2) Computer-Aided Warriors 
 for Future Battlefields (ECIW2009)
This paper concentrates on the future dismounted infantry warrior and introduces a new way 
of thinking about how the concept of an FFW should be designed. This involves taking into 
account Systems engineering since an FFW represents an SoS of a complicated combination 
comprising computers, devices, and a human being. P2 categorizes the FFWs on the basis 
of their respective task-levels. In battlespace contexts, the three task-based warrior levels are 
1) Basic Warrior, 2) Readiness Brigade Warrior, and 3) Special Forces Warrior. This warrior 
definition draws on each warrior’s training level and thus on his C4I2SR-level, see also P7. 
Moreover, the significance of a Personal Computer (PC) is discussed, as is the human inter-
action with COTS built UVs highlighted, see [8]. Personal computers and UVs can be seen 
as tools used in a future battlespace. 
P2 argues for the efficiency of the hierarchy-based warrior system instead of the principle of 
equipping all the FFWs with the newest COTS gear. P2 demonstrates that in human machine 
interface -based warrior solutions the key relationship is between the different warrior levels 
and proposes that the FFW is based on the three levels of production line warriors equipped 
with precise, task- and level-dependent gear. Furthermore, P2 discusses the interconnectedness 
of the trained warriors and their gear in the light of the three warrior levels.
Equipping and training warriors is a time- and money-consuming process, which means 
that it is useless and too expensive to equip each warrior with top-gear. Thereby system 
requirements and system engineering provide the tools for determining the need of the sui-
table tools for C4I2SR-environment at each warrior level. This issue is strongly linked to net 
centric operations. In order to increase situation awareness at each warrior level, versatile and 
optimized network solutions have been suggested. Computer-aided warriors utilize all the 
means available to enhance their SA to complete the mission tasked with minimum casualties 
if they are equipped with latest tactical gear, as discussed in [58]. 
There are some new elements in the three levels of an FFW, namely, the location services 
offered by BFT and other real-time services. As evident, computers need to be present at all 
warrior levels but their numbers and performance differs depending on the warrior level. 
Thus the higher the level, the more computers with improved performance are necessary as 
aids or tutoring devices when choosing and calculating between different courses of actions. 
Because warriors carry out their tasks in a battlespace in a constantly changing environment 
and at varying threat assessment levels, computers are utilized as aiding in mission planning 
and various evaluations possesses. This asks for an ever improved SA, which can be gained 
via blue force tracking and voice over blue force tracking (one channel is used for voice and 
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another for blue force tracking data), see [32]. These systems provide leaders with vital infor-
mation in helping them to make informed decisions. Mission efficiency has to be improved 
regardless of the smaller units used in dismounted operations, since these units require a great 
degree of flexibility and reliability in order to obtain their set objectives.
Several FFW-projects are currently under way to improve rapid decision-making in hostile 
environments. One example of these is a joint human-computer cognitive system to support 
rapid decision-making to fulfill the dismounted warrior needs. In addition, location services 
provide essential information for warriors’ SA, especially in military operations in urban 
terrain and indoors. The following Table 5 features the estimated masses of C4I2SR -gear 
planned for future warrior concepts, see [47].
P2 introduces the warrior’s electronic skeleton, which can be used as a planning tool. Since 
a warrior represents an SoS, the designing of an optimally functioning warrior mirrors the 
electronic skeleton, a system platform. This system platform has to be light, versatile and 
modular, since once a part of a system breaks down, a quick removal or replacement of this 
part is crucial. The structure of the electronic skeleton is visualized below in Figure 27.
Table 5. Components and masses of the Land 
Warrior Dismounted Battle Command System.
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P2 suggests that contrary to earlier discussions based on the assumption that the efficiency of 
an individual infantry warrior equals the amount of gear warrior is embedded with, this is not 
the case. The desired level of efficiency can be reached via careful planning of system requi-
rements. Thus it becomes possible to optimize the performance of a warrior who comprises 
a group of heterogeneous systems.
P2 discusses how the optimal performance of a warrior draws from maximizing each warrior’s 
efficiency depending on the different task and training levels. This is done by making a match 
between the composition of warriors at varying task and training levels and the custom-
designed electronic skeletons, the system platforms. Earlier studies have not adopted this 
particular perspective of combining the level of training and the gear. Instead the focus of 
those studies has been on the amount of gear applied on the different platforms.
As outlined earlier, warriors have to be designed according to their task-based niche. The 
higher the level of the warrior, the more artificial intelligence can be integrated as part of 
the systems. Besides, the higher the level of the warrior, more Unmanned Vehicles can be 
integrated in the warrior equipment and for his use. This means that the workload of each 
warrior level is predetermined according to the training level. This in turn leads to the diffe-
rent predefined task-based roles of warriors and computers at each training level. In an FFW 
the embedded computer can be a master, an assistant, or a slave, depending on the level it 
is located at. Thus, a warrior can be seen in a key role in low level operations, and acting as 
a node or sensor in NCOs. Thereby each warrior serves as a sensor, gathering, forwarding 
and receiving data.
Figure 27. A Warrior’s Electronic Skeleton, the system platform.
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The demands for the system design can be seen as demands for the key elements (platform, 
communication, energy, programming, automatic modes, and alternative modes). Computers 
have to be ruggedized and robust to match the battlespace requirements once their role is 
versatile, and the system has to be mobile; the human machine interface needs to be easily 
taught and easy to use. To cut costs, COTS-products should be disposable and expendable. 
The computerized systems have to be quickly and remotely reprogrammable and they have 
to be versatile for different platforms. The FFW concept can be understood as an SoS. The 
primary focus has to be on the definition of the interoperability and integration properties 
of the SoS similarly as interoperability is needed in complex systems. Integration of systems 
is essential and therefore the key is a common language that a given system’s all components 
can speak, for example, Extensible Markup Language. As [97] points out, the most common 
implementation of SOA is web services based on XML and SOAP.
A computer can be adopted at different warrior levels in different roles: It can be mounted to 
clothing or on the wrist, for example. The higher the level of a warrior, the more a computer 
is seen as an assistant. In contrary, the lower the level, the more the computer forwards tasks. 
As presented in Figure 28, a computer can be programmed to task a warrior to move and fight 
at a certain pace depending on the mission. A computer can command a warrior to move 
at a certain pace and directions following the cycle of friendly fire missions as indicated in 
Figure 28 below. This process increases warrior efficiency, minimizes fratricide and increases 
a commander’s SA.
Figure 28. The principle of computer-tasked pace of movement (r) and a wrist module (l).
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P2 proposes a practical view on how to equip an FFW and does this by discussing examples 
featuring the product line warrior based on three warrior levels. An FFW’s gear has to be 
designed to meet the requirements set by a future hybrid battlespace. Therefore, warrior 
equipment must be versatile and modular. Moreover, remotely controlled UVs serve as 
tools to improve SA and BFT, and may thereby facilitate mission success, as does the voice 
over blue force tracking, see [32]. In the future, the number and nature of different human 
machine interfaces is likely to increase. Effect-based thinking and systems engineering serve 
as the tools to be deployed to achieve the ultimate goal: an optimally functioning effective 
FFW at all the command levels in all potential battlespace environments. Remotely control-
led UAVs can act as an assisting tool in tracking and monitoring, as discussed in [39]. They 
can enhance SA, BFT, thereby enforcing the probability of success in missions, even when 
operating beyond line-of-sight, see [32].
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8.3 (P3) Interfacing Collaboration and Command Tools 
 for Crises Management Military Command and 
 Control Systems (Int J. of Electronic Security and 
 Digital Forensics)
This paper explains the possibilities of Command and Control tools in the military environ-
ment and crises management environment, as discussed in [63]. 
The existing SA-tools are understood rather as tools for information distribution than tools 
for command and control, see [134], which introduces the concept of geographical based 
Situational Awareness concept. P3 focuses on traceable and sophisticated C2-tools for tasking 
and follow-up applicable in a military environment and crises management environment, 
since current collaboration tools lack the interfaces for C2-tools and do not support resource 
scheduling as discussed in [53]. P3 proposes interfaces that crises management collaboration 
tools should support as part of the military C4I2SR system to reduce collateral damage, and 
carry out joint operations with the assistance of a tool that could improve collaboration, see 
[33]. The introduced system in P3 aims at a successful SoS based on trusted entities that will 
perform commanded tasks in a trustworthy manner in a given timeframe. This paper also 
introduces managing processes in a military environment and crises management environ-
ment as business processes. 
As P3 points out, the present networking tools used to gain improved SA and to perform 
common tasks lack the military RM and trust among cooperative entities. Besides, the tools 
used lack the traceability of a given task and a real-time reporting tool that indicates when a 
task has been completed. Furthermore, the tools for authentication, authority and security 
fail to function optimally. P3 introduces a way to tackle the problem of enhancing the per-
formance of collaboration tools in crises management environment, see [125]. P3 discusses, 
where the division layers through organizational boundaries are and how it is possible to merge 
an organization with given service producers. It also examines how to connect the varied 
communication protocols used to the existing network system and utilize the pre-defined 
collaboration tools and to ensure a controlled process of command and control. Solutions 
are presented by introducing the military RM, BPs and the Scheduler. 
To give an example, in a dismounted company attack the structure of a company attack process 
can be seen as a chain of planned events. This process requires certain services, which can be 
allocated to the requester of a service only, if the service is available and within reach. Users 
of the services can be identified as User Groups (UGs). The user groups request a service, 
UGs are authenticated, UGs privileges are verified, and after these processes the request is 
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transmitted to the military RM. The military RM then processes the request. Key functions 
of the military RM can be identified as: 1) to receive the request of a required service, 2) to 
organize the line of UGs in the correct order depending on the UGs’ privileges and situation 
in a battle space, 3) to check whether or not the service is available and within range, and 4) 
to provide the UG with an answer, which is either the requested service or a rejection of the 
request. A typical request can be, for example, a Fire Support Order (FSO). P3 describes the 
process of an FSO request in an informal SDL diagram, and in a UNITS Table. An example 
of an FSO is also presented in a simplified message sequence chart and in pseudo code. Typical 
pre-defined services are also listed and identified. These services can be pre-programmed or 
provided on-demand. 
Correspondingly, at the other end of the process when a task is being received, the process is 
as follows: The incoming tasks are filtered via various subsystems, which are presented in P3. 
The given task is passed through authentication, security policy, acceptance policy, willingness 
and understanding policies, and finally, the execution policy. After the acceptance policy (a 
task is accepted into the system) the task is forwarded to the military RM, which verifies the 
task and forwards it to the proper and available entity responsible for its execution. This entity 
then becomes a task performer, responsible for task execution. The solution enables reliable 
and continuous collaboration, which asks for trust between the entities and coordination 
on security issues, authority and authentication; this applies also in SOA. Each task has a 
time-stamp and its own identification and also contains route data to be tracked whenever 
tracking data are required. Each task is categorized in an urgency class and its execution 
process is continuously monitored and evaluated. Once a task has been executed, it will be 
automatically filed as a completed task in the common database, see [46]. Tracking data of 
the completed task can be retrieved for analyses purposes at any time by the system operator. 
As for security, an authentication and agreement tool is implemented in the military RM. 
Before any task is issued to be executed or resources allocated for use, the task or resource 
request is processed by the system, as described in P3.
The role of the military RM and the Scheduler are central in collaboration and the entities in 
the battle space are accounted for by placing constraints to the military RM. The function of 
this constraining element is described in P3. Moreover, the functionality of the military RM 
with four intermodules as well as the functionality of the Scheduler are described. 
Both in military and crises management operations all the entities participating need colla-
boration to ensure mission success and survivability which asks for tools enabling improved 
level of communicating, see [33]. If an entity fails to collaborate, it takes a calculated risk to 
fail. Collaboration requires suitable tools and reliable and ubiquitous network systems, as 
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discussed in [97]. Collaboration is necessary to avoid chaos and waste of resources and instead 
be able to pool resources for an optimized outcome. The idea for optimizing resources by 
using a real-time video-streaming social network with mobile devices is presented in [103]. 
This article offers three results as a contribution for the further development of C2-tools: 1) 
a C2-tool, which enables the use of BP in the command and control process; 2) the military 
RM, which is a central element of the MSOA in the distributing of limited resources; and, 
3) the applying of the BP approach in a military environment along with Military Service 
Oriented Architecture. These results offer the yet missing attributes for the C2-tools for both 
military environment and crises management environment. Combining these elements may 
enable a successful control for the BP in ME and CME settings. The article introduces the 
composition of the military RM and the role of a Scheduler, the function of the BP, and 
highlights the significance of trust and commitment in CME. Trust is needed to gather infor-
mation of the entities and to ensure tasks are completed in a timely and appropriate manner. 
Each entity embedded into the C2-tool environment can contribute added value in SA and 
thereby intensify the outcome by committing to the ROE and abiding by the set policies. 
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8.4 (P4) Free Space Optics in the use of the Future 
 Force Warriors (J. of Comm. and Computer) 
P4 offers a new angle to the FFW concept, as an FFW is viewed as a data collector rather than 
a typical warrior or annihilator. P4 introduces combining the concept of Free Space Optics 
(FSO) and the concept of the FFW. This combining utilizes existing COTS-technology in 
civilian applications, as described in [93]. The same technology is applicable for military com-
munication systems. FSO requires a free line-of-sight, see [93]. The introduced use cases offer 
a method for the end users to communicate with the command posts and transmit significant 
amounts of data for the purpose of computer-facilitated data and sensor fusion executed in 
higher echelons. FSO technology as a reliable communication means for distributing urgent 
SA data in high speed and in forms difficult to detect and intercept is described in [30]. 
Utilizing weapons’ laser target pointer as an FSO transmitter modulated with a computer 
offers a new method for data transmission. The proposed solution satisfies the needs for a 
high bandwidth communication for the FFWs by being cost-effective, lightweight, reliable, 
secure, and addressing several threat scenarios involving disturbances in the electromagne-
tic spectrum, including environmental problems, jamming, and the use of the high power 
microwaves. So far, the ongoing FFW projects or soldier modernization programs have not 
yet investigated the use of FSO technology and may thus potentially benefit from it.
Since Very High Frequency (VHF) and High Frequency (HF)-radios can transmit data with 
low bit rates in a narrow bandwidth, some cable-free high bit rate communication methods, 
such as FSO-transmission, as described in [82], see [101], are needed. For data collecting 
purposes, it is preferable that the FFWs send raw data as pictures or frames instead of text 
or voice messages, since pictures provide detailed, uncorrupted data for analysis and inter-
pretation purposes, methods introduced in [79]. FSO is an optical communication techno-
logy that uses light propagating in free space to transmit data from point-to-point by using 
low-powered infrared lasers, which can also be used for localization purposes, if range and 
orientation information is available see [2]. In particular, FSO-technology is useful in good 
weather conditions in military operations in which data providing processes are time-critical 
as introduced in [56]. FSO-technology can offer a high-capacity, low power per bit ratio with 
low costs and low operational power, as indicated in [101], and an easy deployment of the 
system. The narrow laser light-beam transmission improves overall security with encrypted 
data. The FSO-technique benefits from the antenna gain of an optical telescope, which 
can be very high, over 60 dB, see [56]. The overall benefits of the FSO include: the ease of 
deployment, a license-free operation and high bit rates described in [30] (up to 2,5 Gbit), 
and low bit error rates (BERs), the immunity to electromagnetic interference, full duplex 
operation, protocol transparency, low energy consumption (transmitter: from 10 mW to 2 
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Watts), and operational security. As for the disadvantages, the susceptibility to the impacts 
of the following factors needs to be pointed out: beam dispersion, atmospheric absorption, 
rain resulting high BERs as described in [36], fog (10–100 dB/km attenuation), snow, scin-
tillation, and pollution in the atmosphere. In addition, the transmission range is moderate, 
typically 1,3 kilometers.
FFWs’ main task involves locating the POIs, collecting relevant data and forwarding these 
data to the command post for further data mining and for analysis utilizing computers and 
calculation programs of appropriate types, as introduced in [28]. In the scenario outlined in 
P4, FSO is utilized as a one-way transmission system. The FFWs use visual sensors together 
with infrared (IR) and near infrared sensors to accrue data from the designated spots. The 
main gain from transferring large amounts of raw image data instead of using a traditional way 
of sending observations as messages, see [28], is that new data processing capabilities make 
it possible to recognize faces, understand the situation, locate hidden and concealed targets, 
and look for essential information by means of computation algorithms introduced in [38]. 
The recognition of an end-user can be based on visual biometrics and the most conventional 
identification, the computer-assisted recognition of human face, see [99]. 
The ubiquitous networks and sensor data can assist in detection, recognition, and automatic 
target classification systems which rely on different target parameters, see [55]. Moreover, 
the data produced by various multisensors can be utilized in the data refinery process to ease 
the recognition and identification with the assistance of data fusion processes by resorting 
to computer-programs designed for data fusion in identifying vehicles, as described in [92]. 
When using three military target classes, the unknown target recognition accuracy can reach 
nearly 85%, while at the same time the classification accuracy of known targets remains above 
95 %, as indicated in [148]. This enables the use of an automatic target cuer. FFWs can be 
commanded to collect the missing data on the designated POIs and areas if necessary. This 
way the data enriching process is constant and productive and, when applicable, i.e. when 
interpretation services are requested, assisted by SOA. As indicated in [98], face recognition 
schemes that combine wavelet transform, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and clustering 
can be exploited in the process of identifying a human being.
In detecting and tracking specific objects in the knowledge-based framework, the use of the 
SVMs is recommended for the optimal outcome, as described in [98]. When the methods 
of light detection and ranging are used, SVMs can be used for their overwhelming capability 
to measure millions of 3D-points in a few milliseconds in varying conditions. 
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This set of communication requirements reaches a satisfactory functional level. FSO offers 
high bandwidth up to tens of gigabits. FSO-technology requires sufficient optical visibility 
conditions for achieving this range but it is reasonable to assume that if FFWs are employed 
for collecting SA data by optical cameras, it follows that visibility conditions are adequate 
also for FSO, as discussed in [2]. As indicated in [30], a laser beam is very difficult to detect 
and intercept and remains immune to electromagnetic disturbances. 
FSO-technology offers a secure and reliable means of forwarding a constant flow of data with 
an adequate transmission rate, but limiting factors related to attenuation due to weather and 
athmospheric problems need to be studied, as concluded in [123]. Present communication 
systems at a warrior level are energy consuming and require a lot of training in order to benefit 
from the system. The FSO-system in turn is simple to use, and thereby also less trained FFWs 
can effortlessly perform the necessary communication tasks. The overall reconnaissance system 
benefits from FFWs, individual sensors, sensor networks, and mathematical analysis and data 
mining programs, resulting in high level data for increased SA. The key function of an FFW 
is to collect large amounts of SA information and forward these data to the command post 
for further data analysis. In brief, adopting FSO into active use allows for a system featuring 
high transmission security, high bit rates, low bit error rates, and no need for expensive optical 
or copper cables. FSO can be utilized when using dense wavelength division multiplexing, as 
introduced in [82]. The main limitations of FSO technology are related to its susceptibility 
to the effects of atmospheric absorption, smoke, rain, fog, snow (attenuation), and pollution/
smog and, obviously, a free line-of-sight, see [123]. These factors restrict FSO devices’ range 
communication capability to cover approximately a mile in optimal conditions.
System Characteristics Functional Requirements
Communication
High bit-rate, urban range in the usage scenario, hard to 
intercept and detect
Physical Lightweight, low energy consumption, quick set-up
Architectural
Modularity, versatility, based on existing gear, suitable to 
Network Enabled Defence (NED), IP interface
Economic Affordable, disposable, COTS-based
Dependability Reliable, secure, proven technology
Capability improvement Addresses a realistic capability gap (many relevant scenarios)
Table 6. The system characteristics of and functional 
requirements set for the FSO communication solution.
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8.5 (P5) Tactical Management in Near 
 Real-Time Systems (Cogsima 2011)
Tactical management in near real-time systems focuses on enhancing SA, especially in the 
chain of command, see [96]. In [64] research was executed to examine a knowledge visu-
alization approach designed to enhance the decision maker’s perception, comprehension, 
and projection of the shared SA. A functional tactical management system can enable quick 
recovery times and the capability to maintain constant performance in all types of opera-
tions. Needless to say, another key function relates to maximizing the performance of the 
ever reducing resources.
P5 paper presents a new architectural design called Dynamic Battlefield Hierarchy, which is 
created to keep the chain of command intact even in the most challenging environment. This 
means presenting a Battlefield Secure Scheduler as a key component in tactical management 
by creating a SOA-based process to the C2-system and enabling offline action capability for 
subnets and individual devices using Dynamic Battlefield Hierarchy. The C2-system and 
commanders become thereby able to evaluate a warrior’s performance capability by using 
history information saved during training and combat: details, such as heart rate, sweating, 
direction of movement. By using this new DBH architectural design, troops can be reorgani-
zed automatically after having suffered casualties. Thus the performance of these automatically 
re-organized troops can be continuously sustained.
P5 introduces an example of a scenario involving a battalion using the Dynamic Battlefield 
Hierarchy to achieve its set objective. The overall idea of SOA in military environment 
highlights and emphasizes the notion of process ideology applicable in an army environment 
described in [49]. And, to create a process based system applicable in MEs, P5 introduces a 
new component called the Battlefield Secure Scheduler. This component outlines the process 
view in the form of a schedule and shares sub-processes on varying abstraction levels. The 
overall process can be executed from the Army Corps via different level Battalion Commanders 
(BC), company commanders, companies, platoons and down to the single infantry warrior.
This combination of dynamic hierarchy, BSS-processes and abstraction levels can be seen in 
Figure 29, which describes the overall view of a Dynamic Battlefield Hierarchy.
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Necessarily, any given system requires by default value that the connections in, to and from 
the system are controlled by the system. When it comes to tactical networks, they are usually 
equipped with small bit rates, and thus any system-wide usage requires a massive amount of 
networking power, see [153]. The hierarchical units of the Dynamic Battlefield Hierarchy 
can be seen as a form of subnets within a bigger network system. The idea in this is to si-
mulate the command chain. The network is based on a closed intranet where the terminals 
create and maintain the outlined hierarchy construction by using web services and universal 
description, discovery and integration registries used in military communication networks, 
as discussed in [97].
To illustrate the C2-system, we can take a look at a basic platoon. The platoon leader uses 
his squads to meet the set objective and the squad leaders offer the requested services to the 
platoon leader. All of the platoon leaders offer the set services to the company leader based 
on the services in their use at the platoon level. At each level it is possible to filter the amount 
and quality of the information. If a node from the system is lost, if, for instance, a platoon 
leader gets killed, the system is automatically able to transfer the command of the platoon 
to the first squad leader. 
DBH offers an environment in which the level of knowledge actively changes when transfer-
ring from one hierarchy level to another. Each node transmits only combined information. 
This way we can achieve a hierarchy in which each node features less than six information 
Figure 29. The Dynamic Battlefield Hierarchy.
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services. This six-level hierarchy is a common feature in battlespaces, but usually a commu-
nication information system lacks this dimension. Moreover, the advantages of the DBH 
include an efficient and dynamic information distribution network facilitating the C2-process.
Each node in the DBH transports the messages of the Battlefield Secure Scheduler over the 
network enabling the node to send a new BSS sheet to all of the child nodes; for example, 
the Battalion Commander can send a BSS-message to the whole battalion, and a Company 
Commander is able to send the BSS-message only to his own company. The BSS-message 
table is not readable as such, but the terminal is able to show the BSS-message table on a 
map display or in a chronological order. 
P5 illustrates how simultaneous operations are aided by the BSS. The Battlefield Secure 
Scheduler uses two different methods of sharing the calendar: the Pre-Shared Schedule and 
the Dynamic Schedule Update. This scheduler functions together with the military RM and 
utilizes SOA as a process in Military Environment settings.
P5 offers an overview of the use of commanders’ personal digital assistants during an opera-
tion. An operation can be viewed as a BP of a kind. For example, a Battalion Commander 
receives an attack order from the army corps. The objective of the mission is to conquer a 
road and to gain superiority in the set region. The attack’s process from the starting point to 
the objective can be explicitly examined afterwards, including the SA function and changes 
in the battle order by indicating the paths of each company’s attack as displayed on the 
commander’s PDA-screen. This tool can be utilized both in after action reports and also for 
training purposes following each mission. 
For the purposes of P5, a laboratory test was executed by using Java and web services. This 
test modeled a company-level unit working with SOA-based services. The purpose of this 
test was not to assess the BP aspect but rather to take a look at the technology designed to 
create SOA for the Company-level unit test purpose. To make this construction work, every 
unit represented a service. The information flow was organized so that a node in the upper 
hierarchy level combined the information from the lower level and then offered a service 
onward to upper levels.
 
In the DBH-system it is possible to filter the information required on and by the upper 
level. This construction gives the possibility for any service to act as higher level service if 
necessary. The software remains the same for all the clients. This DBH-system was created 
in netbeans with Java. The system was based on the web services which were published by 
using the Glassfish V2 server introducing the two possible modes of an individual node. In 
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this model three possible types of status existed in the hierarchy: leader, non-leader, and these 
both combined. The hierarchical status changes automatically if the form of the hierarchy 
tree changes. Two modes of one soldier were possible. Namely, one particular private was 
able to act as a leader in case a superior node was annihilated.
To sum up, P5 introduces the following issues: first, a new method to automatically recover 
a chain of command enabling a military commander to concentrate on leading his troops. 
Second, the resulting key outcome involves improving SA in a battlespace with SOA thereby 
directly facilitating the decision making process of battlefield commanders. Third, this tactical 
management system with its new components (e.g. Dynamic Battlefield Hierachy and Batt-
lefield Secure Scheduler) offers Battlefield Commanders a versatile tool to execute maneuvers 
as BPs. To enable simultaneous operations, the challenge is solved by embedding the new 
element named Battlefield Secure Scheduler. This component uses two different methods of 
a sharing calendar, namely Pre Shared Scheduler and Dynamic Schedule Update. The Battle-
field Secure Scheduler functions along with the RM and follows the BP approach to MSOA. 
To sum up, these new components enable the commander to command and control his 
troops while the introduced tactical management system accounts for the casualties in the 
chain of command, enabling the commander to concentrate on the essential. The ensuing 
strict C2-chain facilitates optimal battlespace leadership and functions as a monitoring and 
reporting tool introduced in [63].
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8.6 (P6), Enhancing Situational Awareness by Means of 
 Combat-ID to Minimize Fratricide and Collateral 
 Damage in the Theater (ICDT2011)
The notion of the future battlespace has expanded to refer to a battlespace in which com-
manders rely on SA-tools to perform optimally in their given tasks, see [96]. Especially, in 
net-centric operations the effective accruing, transmitting and analyzing of data is crucial in 
emergency mitigations in particular, as discussed in [65]. Warriors participate in operations 
which may include combat settings as well as counter insurgency actions, peace-keeping 
operations and disaster relief activities, sometimes simultaneously. In multi-national opera-
tions taking place in versatile and hostile environments, it is essential to be able to detect, 
classify and identify the encountered and targeted objects in a battlespace early enough to 
reduce unwanted casualties of war. Human casualties can be avoided by replacing humans 
with robots armed with lightweight weapon as studied in [152]. P6 adopts a meta-analytic 
approach and examines the current capability of utilized combat identification-systems to 
minimize fratricide and reduce collateral damage, as described in [155]. This, furthermore, 
involves introducing means for enhancing the overall situational awareness in the battlespace. 
The paper concentrates on Combat Identification, Target Combat Identification (TCID) and 
shared SA. It emphasizes the means for exploiting Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Unmanned 
Ground Vehicles in the processes of data collection and the distribution of near real-time COP 
to be implemented in Shared SA discussed in [65]. P6 tackles the following three questions: 
What are the means to locate a warrior by employing the existing CID and SA technology? 
How to increase SA with the technological solutions available? And, furthermore, how to 
test these technologies in peace-time settings?
The process of determining the affiliation of detected objects in a battlespace is called target 
identification, as discussed in [115]. The traditional method of target identification is based 
on a visual signature of the object of interest. In contemporary warfare target identification 
is also based on utilizing the electromagnetic spectrum of a target. A properly applied data 
and sensor fusion can be seen as a means to prevent collateral damage and fratricide. Tar-
get identification can be divided into two categories: Cooperative target identification and 
non-cooperative target identification as discussed in [115]. Cooperative target identification 
enables a human shooter or sensor to interrogate a potential target and thereby forces the 
potential target to respond to the interrogation in a timely manner. Non-cooperative target 
identification systems include optics, such as thermal weapon sights, night vision goggles, 
forward looking infrared radar, as well as vehicle and personnel markings, such as joint combat 
identification marking systems.
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Soldier modernization programs are important in enhancing the performance of militaries, 
see [9]. These soldier modernization programs concentrate on improving and updating dis-
mounted soldiers’ equipment and training to gain the best possible SA. As described in [44], 
true SA only exists in the mind of the human operator. Varying future soldier programs are 
currently underway along with a series of demonstrations and exercises aiming at minimizing 
instances of collateral damage and fratricide, whereas the means to increase SA via improved 
BFT as discussed in [32] and WFT are also in progress. One example of these is a series of 
Bold Quest exercises carried out in the USA and Europe since 2007. These exercises can be 
understood as a test-platform for various sensor platforms applied to warriors of different 
types. In the Bold Quest 2009 exercise, technical initiatives included prototype-level systems 
to enable aircrews and controllers to exchange position information digitally among friendly 
ground elements relative to their proximity to potential ground targets. The results indica-
ted improved capabilities in target acquisition and minimized risks and levels of fratricide 
incidents. 
In military operations everything is done to prevent blue-on-blue. Currently, identifying a 
warrior regardless of the visibility conditions is essential. As evident, both an interrogation 
unit and a responder unit are necessary, presupposing, first of all, that the systems are fully 
operational, and, secondly, that the distance between the warriors is appropriate, as introduced 
in [155]. In case the identification system does not reply, a human is making the decision 
to open fire based on the tactics, techniques and procedures. However, one needs to keep in 
mind that there is always the possibility that the location device gets stolen or misused by 
a third party, for example, an insurgent tries to function as a member of the White Force. 
Systems have to be embedded with a sort of anti-theft system, to prevent the system from 
falling in wrong hands. 
The ROE and tactics, techniques and procedures (whether or not to open fire), functions 
behind the targeting process, deserve a closer look, as described in [114]. The process is kno-
wn as Detect, Identify, Decide, Engage and Assess, see [115]. Computers can be utilized to 
calculate the optimum course of actions and tactics, techniques and procedures.
In the higher echelons, the amount of data gathered via sensors and tracking systems is 
vast. To transmit and distribute the location information filtered and fused through various 
systems remains a challenge. A basic warrior located on the ground has to fight, not to mo-
nitor his palm, wrist computer or lap-top. The problems in data distribution are linked to 
various devices and data in interfaces. Battle management language can be seen as a common 
language enabler between machines and interfaces along with almost ubiquitous swarms 
of UAVs [122]. The language in BML has to be understood between all of the machines, 
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computers and computing programs performing inside the networks. Limitations in energy 
and bandwidth play an important role. To maximize the possibility of devices communica-
ting in a proper and planned manner, the topology of network systems has to be correctly 
coordinated (manage spectrum usage with group mobility patterns), as discussed in [157]. 
Also the hierarchy of a network has to support and enable this communication. In military 
operations in urban terrain the transmitting and receiving signals of different waveforms 
simultaneously remains challenging due to the nature of the combat environment, especially 
indoors, as discussed in [143].
As for increasing SA with the technological solutions available, the purpose of the precisely 
described Bold Quest exercises is to enhance SA, target identification and methods for mini-
mizing collateral damage and fratricide. A key factor is the efficiency of a warrior, which can 
be gained via improved SA, BFT and C4I2SR see [32]. However, since supplementary gear 
can never fully substitute human intelligence, a warrior must remain active and alert in the 
battlespace. Achieving this objective requires testing these technologies in peace-time settings.
So far, all the decision-making processes in battlespace settings have culminated in a human 
being making the final decision to apply combat power, see [114]. In the future, this decision 
maker’s position may be manned by AI. And, needless to say, detailed planning, testing and 
implementation are necessary prerequisites for all future warrior systems to be successfully 
deployed by any robotic militaries of the future, as discussed in [72].
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8.7 (P7) UAV-based Sensor Networks for Future Force 
 Warriors (Intl. J On Advances in Telecommunications)
P7 describes a future warrior system, presents a Wireless Polling Sensor Network solution, 
and explains the main use cases of the WPSN concept: road-side bomb detection, location 
service in built-up areas, and marking a target by Special Operations units. An evaluation 
of the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed WPSN concept is offered; and a pro-
vably computationally secure crypto-protocol between base stations and other nodes, such 
as UAVs, is presented. The main output of the paper offers WPSN solutions together with 
Self-Calibrating Pseudolite Arrays (SCPAs) and UVs to attain the maximum performance 
at all warrior levels. 
P7 examines each of the use cases of the WPSN solutions. These solutions involve road bomb 
detection, location in built-up areas and Special Operations. The results can be defined as 
answers to questions such as: What is the structure of the WPSN like? What are the main 
advantages of the WPSN over the WSN? Which are the typical scenarios in which the WPSN 
can be exploited?
P7 describes the composition and structure of the WPSN, and the two modes in which the 
WPSN can function. Furthermore, the advantages over the traditional WSNs are survivability 
of the WPSN system in case of a high number of nodes being removed. The transmission 
procedure can be coded to improve security. In addition, the transmission protocol can be 
programmed to transmit data only if the node has something to report. Lastly, since direc-
tional antennas emit signals only in the upward direction, the free line-of-sight allows for 
low energy consumption. 
The advantages of Unmanned Vehicles introduce a new angle to the C4I2SR -environment as 
a new sensor and a relay platform see [8]. For example, networks utilizing COTS components 
mounted on of UAVs add survivability and remove the need for a line-of-sight connection, 
as described in [62]. Once the UAVs or UGVs are used as swarms, the combat survivability 
of the system can be increased.
The main use case proposed in P7 is road side bomb detection. The effect of roadside bombs 
can be avoided once their precise location is known early and precisely enough and a patrol 
can disarm them. Fixed sensors on the road side monitor the area continuously. A UAV (or 
a swarm of UAVs forming an ad hoc –network for a more survivable solution) polls the fixed 
sensors periodically. The adversary has no gain from knowing the polling period, for instance 
once an hour, since the sensors in any case record any activity in the protected area. The 
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UAV can be shot down, but that is an offence in itself. The mobile polling nodes (UAVs) 
follow preprogrammed routes and therefore they know the location of each fixed sensor node. 
Should a polling node notice that a sensor node is not responding to polling, this means 
that the sensor node has been removed or disabled by the adversary, or that the sensor node 
malfunctions. A patrol would then be sent to investigate the issue. The fixed nodes detect 
activity at the road-side, such as humans or large moving objects. The detection is based 
on a significant change in the different sensors monitoring changes in the electromagnetic, 
thermal, or seismic spectrum of the monitored area. As road side bombs are typically placed 
on the given sites hours or days in advance, the WPSN application does not require real-time 
reporting to meet the requirements set for data collecting and transmitting. 
The WPSN solution can also be utilized in Military Operations in Urban Terrain. GPS-
Pseudolites, or SCPAs, have applications in navigation, see [104]. There are two applications 
of WSPN based on SCPAs. The first one is for inside location purposes: a warrior polls the 
SCPA stationed on an urban battlefield (roof-tops, perimeters of buildings). 
The second one is for guiding precision munition. A well-known fact is that solid concrete 
bunker-type hard targets cannot be destroyed with the weaponry carried by warriors of Special 
Forces. The power of the higher echelon has to be utilized. For this purpose, the target has to 
be marked for the bombs or guided missiles. The idea is to set the SCPAs close to the selected 
target and measure the distance and direction from this specific spot at the target. This way 
the place of each SCPA is very precisely measured in relation to other SCPAs and the target, 
as indicated in [104]. Once this has been done to each SCPA, a swarm of UAVs can be sent 
on their way to poll the SCPAs and collect the data to be transmitted to the destruction 
device for preparation purposes, if needed. Pseudolites only answer to the UAVs according 
to the communication protocol described earlier. Finally, a bomb or guided missile polls the 
SCPAs while heading towards the target and, based on the collected data, the destruction 
device is being guided at its target and the target becomes annihilated.
An advantage of the WPSN solution is that the fixed sensor nodes remain concealed, yet 
active, because the sensor nodes of WPSN do not communicate with each other but only 
respond to polling by the mobile nodes. The WPSN node communicates with a UAV through 
encrypted messages. Thus WPSN responds only after a UAV has submitted a polling request 
with a specific code. The routes of UVs can be fed into the systems early enough to gain the 
needed information from the designated areas. P7 presents a new crypto-protocol created by 
Jorma Jormakka based on exchanging One-Time Pads, used between base stations and other 
nodes of the proposed system. The crypto-protocol has appeared earlier in the departmental 
preprint series in [75] but has not been published.
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FFWs have to remain functional and their gear must to be planned according to FFWs’ set 
tasks. A key factor is the efficiency of a warrior, which can be gained via an improved SA, BFT 
and C4I2SR, see P2. A FFW has to maintain his or her agility and stay active in the battles-
pace. Furthermore, only part of the gear necessary can be attached. As demonstrated via the 
use cases, WPSN solutions together with SCPAs and UVs can be utilized to reach improved 
performance at all the warrior levels. Planning the warriors’ gear requires a deep understanding 
of the operational environments and the requirements set for the performance of an FFW.
The main setting of the WPSN is the Future Warrior system. A warrior’s electronic skeleton, 
shown in Figure 30, is the backbone and platform for implementing the required electronic 
solutions to be used in a future battlespace. The WPSN is a part of a larger system of com-
munication, navigation and positioning systems.
In terms of FFW equipment, warriors need to be functional and their gear must be planned 
according to the set tasks. A key factor is the efficiency of a warrior, which can be gained via 
an improved SA and BFT. Warriors have to maintain their agility and remain active in the 
battlespace; all the gear necessary cannot be attached. The present solutions seen in active use 
are cumbersome and lack integration. The maximum potential remains unreachable without 
sensor and data fusion. Militaries are moving towards smaller units while the demands keep 
increasing. At the same time troops are created for dismounted operations in which a greater 
degree of flexibility and reliability of battle-proof and robust systems are needed.
The UAV sensor network examined in P7 is still in a design phase and no implementation 
can be tested. The evaluation of the whole solution can only be based on examining the basic 
Figure 30. A Warrior’s electronic skeleton.
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ideas of the concept and determining its strengths and weaknesses. P7 discusses some typical 
problems and issues that should be considered in any sensor network solution. These issues 
evaluated include: offered service, coverage issues, operational limitations, performance is-
sues, dependability issues, energy issues, technology development, and possible applications. 
The WPSN-solution features many advantages over those of the traditional WSNs. These 
include that polling can use sensor specific codes and thereby security issues become easier 
to tackle. Moreover, the energy consumption of the nodes in the fixed network is more equal 
since multi-hop data transmission is removed. The fixed sensor nodes do not lose connec-
tivity even if a large number of nodes are removed. As demonstrated via the presented use 
cases, WPSN solutions together with SCPAs and UVs can be exploited to reach improved 
performance at all warrior levels. 
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9. Future Research
The research questions of the study focus on the possibilities of improving overall FFW 
performance capabilities. The key for enhanced capability may rest in effectively embedding 
WPSN, SOA, RM, Scheduler and modeling a military operation as a process similar to the 
recognized Business Processes. Challenges related to BFT and increased level of SA need to 
be solved. Furthermore, laboratory and field tests are required. When capabilities related to 
combat identification and target identification can be significally improved, it may be pos-
sible to minimize incidents of collateral damage and fratricide in military operations. The 
adoption of proper collaboration tools can enhance the level of trust and performance. This 
is particularly important while operating as part of international task forces.
Funding permitting, apart from conducting applicable tests, more detailed research questions 
need to be formulated as the practical tests concerning tactics, techniques, and procedures 
must be performed with the assistance of augmented reality, virtual environment, and simu-
lations. In addition, live-firing exercises are required to test the combat-proof of the systems 
that are being created. 
Haptic interfaces seem to offer new possibilities for controlling various systems. Haptic inter-
faces can offer new solutions for communication systems in forwarding messages to warriors 
without intercepting their main mission: to fight. However, the possibilities of communication 
via haptic interfaces have to be first tested in a simulated environment, then in live-firing 
exercises, and lastly, in operations executed in a battlespace. 
The facilities for an FFW system type of testing have to be carefully planned and prepared. 
The testing of a new solution or a new system can be extremely expensive. The future studies 
also require other resources, such as time and personnel.
The electronic FFW skeleton and its communication systems need to be carefully built at each 
warrior level according to the task requirements and threat assessment analyses. Currently, 
the solutions available for warriors represent cumbersome systems which lack integration. 
An FFW can be understood as a tool in network-centric warfare functioning as a force multip-
lier. To fulfil the expectations, the timing from the sensor to the shooter has to be minimized. 
Similarly, incidents of collateral damage and fratricide have to be minimized. 
Challenges related to implementing FFW systems are numerous. An FFW has to be fully 
functional at all designated warrior levels. This means optimization studies related to selected 
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devices of the gear, total mass of the gear and solving the energy and power constraints. Alt-
hough the amount of electrical devices embedded to warrior gear can theoretically increase 
the performance of an FFW, still the human capabilities to comprehend vasts amounts of 
data need to be carefully tested and analyzed. The three-tier categorization of warriors into 
the levels of Basic Warrior, Readiness Brigade Warrior, and Special Warrior has to be tested 
in extensive field-trials. 
Since an FFW is a platform for electronic systems and combat gear, the obvious challenges 
related to sustaining energy supply and the overall weight of the embedded gear have to 
be solved. Communication remains a challence as well. The FFW systems and their true 
operational performance capabilities have to be tested as described earlier. Figure 31 covers 
some of the devices, systems and sub-systems that are a part of a dismounted FFW platform.
Figure 31. An FFW as a platform for various systems.
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FFWs’ PCs’ status is dependent on the warrior-level in question: slave, assistant, or master. 
FFWs’ capabilities for collaboration have to be tested together with systems which can en-
hance resource scheduling and mission planning. Tools with the capabilities of the introduced 
military RM and the Scheduler are required and need to be tested. The overall objective of 
planning and designing of an FFW aims at reducing instances of fratricide and collateral 
damage. The performance of the output of combat effectiveness must be modeled and tested. 
Reliable and functional interfaces between a human and a machine have to be developed 
and tested. This means examining and testing the settings for enhancing improved common 
operational picture at the commander level and SA at the level of an FFW. Waging war with 
and against unmanned vehicles has to be prepared for and trained. Controlling machines 
and communicating in the battlespace requires functional and user-friendly graphical user 
interfaces. They are also in a significant role in adopting Web Services. An example of a user-
friendly graphical user interface is depicted in Figure 32.
The helmet of an FFW is crucial in the FFW sub-systems: it both protects a user’s head and 
also functions as a sub-system for communication devices and visualization systems. Rep-
resenting an essential platform for communications systems, the helmet has to be carefully 
planned. The helmet as a sub-system is depicted in Figure 33.
Figure 32. The placement of a user-friendly graphical user interface.
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To conclude, a need remains for a more effective and versatile FFW. Militaries of the world 
are downsizing their number of troops while requiring increased performance capabilities of 
the remaining troops. Versatile tasks along warfighting, including executing humanitarian 
missions, continue to set new requirements for warfighters and their capabilities. An FFW 
can be seen as a force multiplier. Therefore an FFW has to be carefully planned, tested and 
adopted to reperesent an applicable solution to serve as a tool suitable for missions executed 
in a future battlespace.
Figure 33. A helmet as an adjustable tailored platform for SA-systems.
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10. CONCLUSIONS
In the beginning of this study, the following four research questions were raised: 
1) What could be a suitable sensor network tool for current operational situations?
2) How can SOA be used in military settings to improve warrior performance?
3) How can militaries benefit from new communication technology in crises management 
operations?
4) Which new concepts can be developed to aid in reducing the incidents of fratricide and 
collateral damage?
The papers produced aim to provide answers to these research questions. The conclusions 
of this study are:
1) A suitable sensor network tool for battlespace can be the Wireless Polling Sensor Network, 
as concluded in P7. P7 suggests WPSN solutions which may improve the C4I2SR of an FFW 
at all levels and indicates that an FFW can receive and transmit more critical information 
in battlespace by using the proposed WPSN solutions. P7 also describes three scenarios in 
which WPSN can be utilized to maintain the initiative. 
2) SOA can be used in military environments and may improve performance, as indicated in 
Paper P3. P3 offers three contributions for the further development of C2-tools: 1) a command 
and control tool, which enables the Business Process in the command and control process; 2) 
the military Resource Manager, which is an essential element of the military service oriented 
architecture in distributing limited resources; and 3) the BP in the military environment 
along with the MSOA. These results offer C2-tools yet missing in the ME and CME. Merging 
these elements enable a successful control of the BP with the assistance of improved C2-tools.
Paper P5 examines the applying of SOA in a battlespace and presents tactical management 
in near real-time Systems. P5 describes how present command and control systems lack the 
automatic level of rearranging the troops’ command chain in tactical operations. P5 offers an 
approach to solving this problem by presenting a new architectural design called the Dyna-
mic Battlefield Hierarchy, which keeps the chain of command intact. Moreover, an essential 
component of the DBH, a Battlefield Secure Scheduler, is presented.
3) New tools for crises management tools for command and control, and traceability of tasks 
have been idealized. New communication technology is offered in P4. P4 demonstrates that 
FSO offers a possible means to transmit large amounts of data to command posts with a 
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quick wireless set up. FSO also offers an insensitive and reliable means to improve the overall 
SA in various types of military operations. 
Another tool is featured in P6 which offers tools for a functional decision making process 
via improved capabilities of combat identification and target identification which are cur-
rently lacking in the available SA systems embedded with combat identification and target 
identification systems.
4) New concepts have been developed which may aid in minimizing the incidents of fratricide 
and collateral damage. 
P1 discusses solutions for pinpointing and locating the members of the White Force. These 
solutions may be functional, reliable and are based on COTS-technologies. Although the 
required technologies exist, their utilization has to be re-evaluated, and thoroughly selected 
solutions need to be adopted to reduce unnecessary destruction in a battlespace. 
P2 outlines the three-level task-based categorization of FFWs, the autonomous mobile pro-
duct-line warriors, whose gear must be designed to be light, versatile and modular to meet 
the requirements of the future asymmetric and hybrid battlespace. 
The planning of warrior gear requires a deep understanding of the environment and the 
demands set on a warrior. A warrior’s niche and the nature of his or her missions have to be 
thoroughly comprehended. Systems have to be planned to be suitable for military personnell 
in battlespace. FFW systems need to have an indicator informing their status (functional/
dysfunctional) and the procedures to replace the malfunctioning or destroyed item has to 
be carefully planned. The key relies in precise planning based on the defined requirements 
of warrior systems and subsystems – which must be threat- analyses-based – this may then 
eventually facilitate enahancing dismounted FFW performance capabilities.
The development of dismounted FFWs aims at creating a warrior system which contributes 
towards improved capabilities enabling in minimizing the incidents of fratricide and collateral 
damage. This is brought into being by ensuring that the equipment and systems involved 
communicate with each other and submit reliable location data. By means of reliable location 
data and the ability to locate own forces timely and accurately operations can become safer 
and less damage inflicting.
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